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I.

Introduction

Electricity and Gas Market in Poland; Status on 31 March, 2017, hereinafter referred to as the
‘TOE 2017 Report’ or ‘the Report’, summarises key developments in Poland’s electricity and
gas market between January 1, 2016 and March 31, 2017 with data and statistics for full
calendar year 2016.
As in the previous reports since 2009, ([23]-[28]) this TOE 2017 Report invariably focuses on
issues which are relevant for the Association of Energy Trading or TOE and its supporting
members (electricity traders) and ordinary members (private individuals).
Section II offers TOE comments on what it believes were the most important measures and
developments in the electricity market in the period at hand. In 2016, and in early 2017,
several important documents were approved or are still in consultation which TOE believes
have or may have a major impact on Poland’s electricity market, in particular on electricity
trade. Section II makes an assessment of each of the events and documents and their
relevance for the trade sector.
Section III discusses the gas market and contains three parts: retail market, infrastructure and
legislative change on the gas market.
Section IV summarises the price evolution of electricity and certificates of origin in 2016 in the
Day Ahead Market, Derivatives Market and Property Rights Market and prices of energy fuels
(coal and oil)the global energy price environment.
Section IV traditionally outlines developments in the gas market and is divided into four subsections: Retail Gas Market, Gas Trading at TGE and Barriers to Gas Market Growth in Poland
and Market Environment.
Short- and long-term recommendations are outlined in Section V. These are measures believed
by TOE to be worth implementing to further strengthen the electricity and gas market in
Poland.
Terms and acronyms are explained in Section VI and Section VII quotes references.
Section VIII lists the current membership of the TOE Management Board.
Finally, the authors of this Report are listed in Section IX.
The TOE 2017 Report relies on data and knowledge available to the authors on 31 March 2017.
Ever since 2009, the Report has been published regularly in the first half of each calendar
year.
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II.

Key Developments (Planned or Completed) on the Polish
Electricity Market Between 1 January, 2016 and 31 March,
2017.

The key developments and planned measures in the electricity market in Poland between
1 January, 2016 and 31 March, 2017 are summarised in the table below.
As in our previous reports, the summary mainly presents the developments in the wholesale
market, sale of electricity to end customers, power interchange and the gas market.
Whenever any of the three areas were interlinked with other nodes of the entire electricity
buying and selling cycle such linkage was highlighted and implications for the other segments
of electricity value chain (generation, distribution and end-customers) were examined.
The following part of this Section provides a short background and evaluation of each of the
measures presented.
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Table 1. Key Developments (Planned or Completed) on the Polish Electricity Market

between 1 January, 2016 and 31 March, 2017
Impact on Market Area
Measures [1–6]/Plans [P1P4]

1

2

Mandatory approval by ERO
of Group G tariffs (electricity
sales) versus practical
aspects of new electricity
products
Amendment of RES Law and
prosumer billing

New Energy Efficiency Law
3

Impact on
Market
Growth

Generation

Distribution

Wholesale
Trade

Retail
Trade

Power
Interchange

End
Customers

Page:
Further
Discussion

-

N

-

-

-

N

+/-

7

+

-

N

N

-

N

+

8

+

+

+/-

N

+/-

N

+

10

4

Regulatory system services
(OCR, ICR)

+

+

N

+/-

N

+/-

N

12

5

Impact of MiFID II on TGE
(incl. RIF) and market players

-

-

N

-

N

-

N

17

6

Impact of REMIT on market
players

-

-

N

-

-

-

-

18

7

EUA Market vs.
Electricity Market

-

-

N

-

N

N

-

19

8

Interchange: selected
aspects

+

+

N

+

N

+

N

22

9

Modified VAT
treatment of TGE
transactions

-

-

N

-

-

N

N

23

P1

Possible impact of the
Winter Package on the Polish
power sector

-

-

+/-

-

+/-

+/-

+/-

25

P2

Capacity Market Bill

+/-

+

-

+

-

N

+/-

27

P3

New trends in electricity
markets: clusters, cooperatives, e-mobility and
storage

+

-

+

N

+

N

+

29

Legend:
N neutral
- negative impact
+ positive impact
+/- mixed impact depending on criterion
Follow-up measures covered by the TOE 2016 Report are marked in red.
Proposed/planned measures submitted before March 31, 2017 are marked in blue.
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1.

Mandatory Approval by ERO of Group G Tariffs (electricity sales)
versus Practical Aspects of New Electricity Products

ERO continued to regulate household tariffs (Group 'G') against the retailers' expectations and
against the principle of sustainable market development. Selected retailer are still expected to
submit their household tariffs for approval. According to the regulator, this policy is designed
to help protect households from unreasonable price hikes.
The policy was liberalised in 2015. Sales offers other than electricity tariffs may now be used
by energy companies so household customers could be sold electricity on market terms and
conditions in 2016. The electricity market players who could sell diverse products catering for
the actual customer needs welcomed this policy. Hence, companies can offer better and more
personalised deals to wide customer groups. This was not an option in the past because
offering products other than tariffs to customers in the DSO's 'home territory' was not allowed.
This new approach has clearly contributed to more market competition for the benefit of
consumers and has shifted the market closer to full liberalisation.
However, customers are likely to migrate from tariffs to other products and in believe it is
essential that tariffs should be reviewed. They have not been reviewed for a number of years
even though the retail market has developed rapidly. Some of the practices and procedures
are viewed as obsolete and are hardly acceptable in the new commercial environment,
especially with respect to the transfer of reasonable costs.
TOE is committed to engage in a dialogue with ERO to develop an approach which balances
interests of all parties, protects consumers and secures profits to businesses.
It must be reiterated that tariff regulation is a serious constraint to the electricity retail
business. Some of the retailers may actually sustain major losses on energy sales to household
customers.

Conclusion
The industry consistently welcomes the option to offer electricity products other than tariffs
that is now available to companies that do have such approved tariffs. We feel this is a positive
trade-off but full liberalisation of electricity prices for households must be the ultimate goal.
Urgent action must be taken to reduce the regulated tariff to a product offered to a limited
number of customers who do not intend to switch their supplier or other customers who are
otherwise not eligible to buy any non-tariff products.
TOE strongly believes all policies should ultimately lead to the full deregulation of tariffs and
the liberalisation of electricity tariffs for households.
TOE expresses its continued commitment to engage in all other measures that protect
vulnerable customers and prevent fuel poverty.
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2.

Amendment of the RES Law and Prosumer Reconciliation Rules

The Law of 20 February 2015 on Renewable Energy Sources [12] (the RES Law) had been
amended twice before this report, i.e. on 29 December 2015 and 22 June 2016. The key
provisions regarding the new support system (Section 4) entered into force on 1 July 2016. In
its original wording, the RES Law was largely open to interpretation and certain provisions had
to be amended [25]. The amendment was partially successful but the law remains unclear in
places. TOE has actively participated in the legislative process and reviewed the draft by
offering our comments and recommendations (further details are provided later in this
section).
The entry into force of the RES Law changed the status of 'obligated sellers'. Historically, the
role was played exclusively by traders spun off from 'large energy groups' such as PGE, Tauron,
ENEA, ENERGA, innogy. Pursuant to Article 40 of the RES Law, based on the information
received from DNO and TSO, URE President designated altogether 171 obligated sellers on 14
November 2016. The decision applied to TSO (one obligated seller was designated in this area)
and all DNOs, i.e. both distribution systems operators connected (OSDp) and not connected
to the TSO grid (OSDn). The designated obligated sellers have certain responsibilities such as
individual billing of prosumers and buying electricity from RES installations in the framework
of the 'old' support system and the auction system.
Auctions are a new RES support system under the RES Law. The first auction based on the
RES Law and the Auction Regulations was held on 30 December 2016. Four specific sessions:
•

for existing farm-based biogas facilities with an installed electrical capacity not greater
than 1 MW;

•

for existing farm-based biogas facilities with an installed electrical capacity greater than
1 MW – the auction was not held because only 1 binding bid was placed. Pursuant to
Article 78 Paragraph 5 of the RES Law, an auction may be held provided at least three
valid bids are placed;

•

for 'other' new installations with an installed electrical capacity not greater than 1 MW
(mainly photovoltaics, wind, certain hydro power plants);

•

for existing installations with an installed electrical capacity not greater than 1 MW that
meet the criterium of the installed electrical capacity utilisation rate of over 3,504
MWh/MW/per year and the emission rate not greater than 100 kg/MWh (specifically
certain hydro power plants).

There were technical problems with logging in the system for generators (investors) during
the first RES auction. It is estimated that even 50% of companies wanting to place bids could
not do so. An additional auction may likely be held this year. However, URE President has
learned from the past and announced that auctions will be held for separate baskets on a
different day.
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For obligated sellers, the key aspect of the auction system is the obligation to purchase
electricity at the auction price from a RES generator with a total installed capacity not greater
than 500 kW that has won the auction. While the provisions of the RES Law were not specific
at the time trade agreements were closed (for the purchase of energy at the auction price)
obligated sellers and generators that own these RES installations appear to be debated the
issue of accounting for the obligatory purchase of the committed (scheduled) volume in the
auction system. While Article 39 Paragraph 1 of The RES Law specifies that the selling price
offered at an auction is to be indexed for inflation annually the provision refers to a fixed
reference price determined for the year of the auction without any inflation adjustment, thus
without increasing the acceptable subsidy level.
Consequently, a generator may receive an inflation-adjusted revenue during the year but it
will have to refund some of it at year end as excessive state aid. The RES Law should be made
more specific in this regard.
Pursuant to the amendment of the RES Law of 22 June 2016 [9], the prosumer is defined as
an end customer purchasing electricity under an integrated agreement, generating electricity
exclusively from renewable energy sources in micro-installations for internal consumption that
is unrelated to any business activity covered by the Law of 2 July 2004 on Freedom of Business
Activity. We welcome the definition of prosumers.
The RES Law [12] puts in place a new mechanism of support for RES micro-installations that
meet the said definition of a prosumer. The existing six-monthly balancing mechanism
(exclusively in the first half of 2016) was by the discounting (balancing) mechanism within
billing periods specified in the integrated agreements concluded between the obligated sellers
and prosumers. Moreover, the amendment cancelled the feed-in tariffs [25]. The entry into
force of new discount-based billing rules for prosumers means that annexes must be signed
and added to integrated agreements concluded by prosumers with obligated sellers.
Note the concept of a virtual energy storage introduced in the RES Law for prosumer billing.
This allows prosumers, mainly with photovoltaic micro-installations, to 'carry' the consumption
of energy generated in the summer and spring to the autumn and winter.
Obligated sellers have an extra cost related to the new prosumer billing system as they must
cover some of the distribution fees. Moreover, sellers have to update their billing systems,
which is often quite costly. Any further amendments of the RES Law must therefore be
performed with caution and with the understanding of the financial impacts for obligated
sellers.
TOE estimates the cost of new billing systems for obligated sellers to be in the region of PLN
7 million PLN. The prosumer segment has grown rapidly and any extension of the prosumer
definition may contribute to even higher cost impacts.
Certain aspects of prosumer billing are not clear in the RES Law, e.g. excise duty, distribution
fees and colour coding of energy sales to prosumers.
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Conclusions
The amendment of the RES Law is a step in the right direction. The lifting of feed-in tariffs
(the support system did not become effective) and the high prices for RES generators in microinstallations was a right decision. The costs would eventually have to be shifted on end
customers, which would lead to higher sales prices of energy on the retail market. Given the
current level of market prices for property rights to certificates of origin of energy coming from
RES, the launch of an auction system must be interpreted as a legitimate new support system
for RES. However, the inconsistencies in the legislation and the unclear interpretation of some
of the key provisions in the law make it quite hard to comply with the RES Law. Some of the
provisions regarding the auction system, prosumers and energy clusters ought to be refined.

3.

The New Energy Efficiency Law

The new Energy Efficiency Law was adopted by the Sejm on 20 May 2016 [10] and entered
into force on 1 October 2016. It implemented the Directive of the European Parliament and of
the Council 2012/27/EU of 25 October 2012 on energy efficiency, amending Directives
2009/125/EC and 2010/30/EU and repealing Directives 2004/8/EC and 2006/32/EC [1]. Major
provisions of the new law in terms of obligations on enterprises are outlined in the table below.
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Table 2. Modifications in the Energy Efficiency Law
Topic

Details

1

Unit substitute fee

• 2016: 1,000 PLN/toe
• 2017: 1,500 PLN/toe
• 2018 and beyond: increase by 5% versus the preceding year

2

Obligation cap (final
energy savings)

• 1.5%: the obligation calculated from 1.5% of total amount of electricity,
heat or natural gas sold in a year to end customers connected to the grid,
expressed in toe (less the amount of energy saved by end customers / for
gas, less the amount of gas sold to non-energy customers and for
electricity and heat production)

3

Process

Energy efficiency certificates (EEC) must be obtained and presented to URE
President for redemption
A measure or measures must be taken to improve end customer energy
efficiency (confirmed by audit)
• 2016 – 2018:
Payment of a substitute fee of:
- 30% of obligation for 2016,
- 20% of obligation for 2017,
- 10% of obligation for 2018
A higher percentage level may be applied when an obligated entity placed
bids to purchase EEC property rights in trading transactions but could not
effectively purchase energy over 6 sessions within one calendar year in which
the obligation is effective because there were not enough sales offers or
when the offered price of these rights was higher than the unit substitute fee.
• 2019 and beyond:
the substitute fee may be paid if an obligated entity did not purchase EEC
property rights in a trading transaction because the price of these rights
was higher than the unit substitute fee or there were not enough sales
offers

4

How to account for
compliance

• Unpaid substitute fee:
 by 30 June 3 of the year following the year when the obligation is
effective;
 you can apply to URE President for total payments against the
obligation over 2 or 3 years by 30 June after the last year of the 2or 3-year period of payments;
• The substitute fee is to be paid to the bank account of NFOŚiGW by 30
June of the year following the year when the obligation is effective

5

How to obtain energy
efficiency certificates

The entity that commits to an energy efficiency project must file an
application.

6

Obligation to complete an
energy audit every four
years applicable to all
enterprises as defined in
the Freedom of Business
Law (Journal of Laws 2015
Section 584, as later
amended)

• Except for micro-enterprise, small or medium-size enterprises and those
which have an energy/environmental management system in place;
• Initial audit within 12 months from the day the law becoming effective, i.e.
till 30 September 2017'
• URE President must be notified of the audit.

7

Obligation to inform
customers about energy
efficiency measures

• the seller shall inform the customer about the source of information about
energy efficiency measures.
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Conclusions
The new Energy Efficiency Law radically simplified the energy efficiency certification process
for energy enterprises: no more calls for tenders held by URE President. Certificates are now
issued upon a request filed by the entity that makes a commitment to implement an energy
efficiency project. The limits are calculated differently: no more complicated conversion of
revenue in PLN into toe. Instead, it is based on the amount of electricity, heat or natural gas
sold to end customers connected to the grid in any given year, expressed in toe. On the other
hand, there are additional obligations such as an obligation to complete an energy audit every
four years or an obligation to inform customers about energy efficiency measures. Another
radical system modification is the progressive substitute fee which will be raised to 1,500
PLN/MWh in 2017 and then increase by 5% in the following years. In addition, the substitute
fee is a measure of last resort in the current energy efficiency support and it is limite by the
percentage share from 30% in 2016 to10% in 2018. In current market situation this a factor
that contributes to a price increase and it will be even stronger in from 2019.

4.

Regulatory System Services – OCR, ICR

Operational Capacity Reserve
The Operational Capacity Reserve (OCR) mechanism was in its third year in 2016. The
mechanism is a response to a mounting problem of a shrinking surplus of conventional
generation capacity to levels below the critical NES security threshold. For example, TSO was
forced ration power in August 2015. OCR is a transitional measure by design and is meant to
apply until a fully-fledged capacity market is launched.
OCR rules and accounting procedures are modified every year.

OCR
OCR Annual
Annual Average
Average
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OCR Monthly Average

OCR Annual Average
Source: TOE based on PSE data.

Figure 1. Operational Capacity Reserve rates in 2016
The average price of Operational Capacity Reserve (OCR) reached the level of approximately
35 PLN/MWh in peak hours in 2016, after TSO corrections [28]. The OCR prices depended on
the available capacity in the system and was volatile throughout 2016. The smallest reserve
in the system was recorded in: January, June, September, October and November 2016. The
OCR prices were close to the maximum rate during these months, the maximum being set at
41.20 PLN/MWh.
On 28 September 2016, TSO submitted a draft Update Sheet [24] to the Transmission Grid
Operation and Maintenance Instruction (IRiESP) for review. The following modifications to OCR
and BM were proposed:
•

Modification of OCR acquisition and accounting;

•

Modification of the terms and conditions of the Balancing Market participation for active
customers;

•

Modification of the scope of demand side reduction services upon request by TSO.

The modifications were originally scheduled to enter into force on 1 January 2017 but the
deadline was postponed until 1 January 2018.
The OCR service acquisition and billing rules were changed. Moreover, OCR can now be
rendered by Active Scheduled Receptor Units (DSR).
The changed proposed in the draft Update Sheet [24] were widely discussed in the energy
industry circles. TOE contributed to the process by sending a range of comments to TSO.
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First, the Draft Update Sheet [24] that modifies the current OCR mechanism does not address
the root cause of the low efficiency of the electricity market and system services in Poland
such as:
1) Some of the electricity market rules are inadequate:
a) Price limitations should be harmonised on the European wholesale markets;
b) Liquidity on intra-day market should be increased by modifying bidding on BM;
2) Distortions in single-commodity energy market should be eliminated:
a) Valuation of electricity if consumption is rationed;
b) Equal rights to purchase electricity;
c) Cost of grid limitations removal must be properly allocated.
3) Valuation of the flexibility and location of generation capacity must be realistic:
a) Diversify the value of supply capacity to NES depending on location;
b) Diversity the value of supply capacity to NES depending on resource flexibility.
A closer look at the provisions of the Update Sheet [24] that cover demand reveals a risk
associated with the proposal to reward capacity exclusively to the level of 9% of the demand.
The remaining part of the reserve is left unsupported. The 'missing money – missing capacity'
problem may therefore be more acute for some generators. This is actually going back to the
underlying problems that contributed to the launch of the mechanism in the first place. In
addition, the nomination of a volume to the reserve on day n-1 means that a volume below
the earlier commitment will be contracted because of losses. Furthermore, were are being told
that the demand for capacity curve is dependent on administrative parameters whereas it
should be dependent mainly on market parameters.
We are critical of the attempted linkage between offers to sell the reserve with offers to sell
electricity. Forcing through the provisions of IRiESP a single treatment of system services and
electricity forces unviable bidding of either capacity or energy, or both.
In the light of the concerns voiced by the industry that points to the risks associated with the
new policy TSO postponed the deadline for new OCR provisions until 1 January 2018. However,
provisions regarding the participation of active customers in market balancing and a
modification of the scope of demand side reduction service upon the request of TSO [23]
entered into force on 1 January 2017. Furthermore parameters of OCR services were agreed
in 2017. They are largely the same rules as in 2016. The OCR budget changed from nearly
PLN 487 million in 2016 to PLN 542 million in 2017. The maximum price of OCR also rose to
41.79 PLN/MWh.

Demand Side Response on TSO Request
Based on the modified DSR rules in the Sheet [23], the Operator called a tender for two service
options on 8 March 2017:
•
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•

Demand Side Response on request of TSO: – Current Programme.

The general characteristics of these services are outlined in the table below.
Table 3. Characteristics in the Call for DSR Tenders announced by PSE in March 2017
Programme
Guaranteed
Programme

Characteristics
Package 1 (summer)
Volume: 500 MW (offer: min 10 MW, max 100 MW)
Reduction level: 10:00 – 18:00 in April – September
Fee
Maximum unit price for stand-by: 89.70 PLN/MWh
Package 2 (winter)
Volume: 500 MW (offer: min 10MW, max 100 MW)
Reduction level: 16:00 – 20:00 in October – March
Fee
Maximum unit price for stand-by: 132.70 PLN/MWh

Current
Programme

Volume: not defined (offer 10 MW)
Reduction level: as requested
Fee
Maximum unit price: 13,777 PLN/MWh

Interestingly, the proposed maximum rates differ significantly from rates that can be obtained
for a capacity generator.

Intervention Cold Reserve
The Intervention Cold Reserve (ICR), another capacity management tool in place had been
used for one full year in 2016. ICR is a strategic reserve tool which covers power that have
received a natural derogation under the IED Directive and have been outsourced deliver the
service on a competitive basis. Pursuant to the Directive and Polish law these units may
operated by the end of 2023 but only a total of 17,500 hours throughout the period The natural
derogation allows operators not to meet environmental standards for the oldest coal-fired units
that will operate at peak because it would be costly to bring these units to environmental
compliance. Owners of units are offered a minimum return on maintenance but the TSO may
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find them a relatively cheap option to stabilise NEX at peak demand for capacity, especially
when the commissioning of newly built units is generally delayed.
Table 4. Unit Load Characteristics in Intervention Cold Reserve

Units in ICR

Capac
ity
[MW]

Operation
time 2016
[h]

Hipothetical average
operation time per
year
[h]

Limit on
operation by
2023
[h]

Dolna Odra B1

222

1 925

2 200

17 500

Dolna Odra B2

232

4 420

2 200

17 500

Siersza B3

120

2 109

2 200

17 500

Siersza B6

120

2 417

2 200

17 500

Stalowa Wola B8

120

457

2 200

17 500

Source: TOE based on ARE data [22]
Unit 2 in Dolna Odra is the most loaded and it used up the assigned hourly limit at level twice

the average. According to TCO data, the ICR budget slightly exceeds PLN 150 million in 2017.
Note that the ICR mechanism is well designed, which means that despite the utilisation by
TSO it has no negative impact on competition on the electricity market.

Conclusions
Energy security defined as the reliability of electricity supplies and a capacity to balance NES
must be supported by effective mechanisms in the absence of sufficient market stimuli. While
the capacity market may be an option in the long-term the Transmission System Operator
(PSE) (with the support of the Regulator) implemented an interim solution, namely the
Operational Capacity Reserve (OCR), the Intervention Cold Reserve (ICR) and negawatts.
Furthermore, guaranteed demand side reduction (DSR) is to be added in 2017. The first
mechanism was implemented on 1 January 2014 and is updated annually to follow market
change.
The Intervention Cold Reserve uses assets scheduled for closure mainly for environmental
reasons under the IED Directive. They are subject to derogations under which they may be
operated for a limited period of time. Their generation capacity can be kept on by the Operator
at times of capacity deficits in consideration of a fee. The amount of capacity ordered by PSE
is 830 MW and this amount will be used for the balancing of the market in 2016–2019, as
appropriate. ICR and OCR are well designed so they do not harm wholesale electricity market.
In fact, they are capacity mechanisms most accepted by the European Commission.
Demand Side Response on TSO request is another mechanism designed to give more choices
to the Operator at times of capacity deficit in system. The service is likely to launch in the
second half of 2017 and it will reduce demand for OCR services by the generation sector.
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5.

Impact of MiFID II on TGE and Energy Market Players

In 2011, the European Commission proposed a review of MIFID. Consequently, the European
Parliament and Council adopted Regulation No. 600/2014 of 15 May 2014 on markets in
financial instruments and amending Regulation (EU) No. 648/2012) (Directive on Markets in
Financial Instruments, MIFID 2) and Directive 2014/65/EU of 15 May 2014 on markets in
financial instruments and amending Directive 2002/92/EC and Directive 2011/61/EU
(Regulation on Markets in Financial Instruments, MiFIR).
Initially, the new law commonly known as MiFID II and MiFIR II was to become effective from
2016. However, the process was postponed by one year because of the large number of
obligations this legislation imposes on traders1. The deadline was postponed in order to help
all EU member states prepare for the new obligations. Nevertheless, Poland did not use the
time to adopt national legislation to smoothen the process.
This has far reaching consequences for energy companies because the MiFID 2 in combination
with EMIR affect the commercial policy of energy groups and essentially make the market.
In principle, MiFID imposes requirements regarding the organisation of investment companies,
licencing regulated markets, reporting, transparency of equity trade instruments, and
authorisation rules for financial instruments.
MiFID 2 sets out requirements regarding authorisation of investment undertakings and and
the terms and conditions for such investments, for investment service provision. It defines
operating rules for and licencing of regulated markets, the provision of related information
services, regulatory control and co-operation between competent bodies and ensuring
effective enforcement. MiFIR defines uniform requirements regarding the publication of
volume data, reporting transactions to competent authorities, trade in derivative instruments
in managed trade systems and a non-discriminatory access to clearing data. It also defines
the rights of competent authorities, EUNGiPW (further: ESMA) and EUNB in terms of product
intervention and the rights of EUNGiPW in terms of management control of positions and
position limits.
ESMA developed 28 Regulatory Technical Standards (RTS) and Implementation Technical
Standards (ITS) based on MiFID 2 and MiFIR. Most contracts will now be regulated, including
those with physical delivery, which have so far not been considered financial instruments and
will be treated as commodity financial instruments. Needless to say, EUA transactions,
including spot transactions, are financial instruments, and derogations, if any, will be
constrained. Investment companies are now more strictly regulated and monitored by
competent authorities. Actually, energy companies will have to comply with the same regime.
MiFID 2 seems to have the potential to change both the operation of energy enterprises and
of the entire energy market. There is the question of how and where contracts with physical
1

The European Commission officially announced on 12 February 2016 that the entire MiFIR II/MIFID II package
would be postponed by one year.
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delivery will be concluded. Furthermore, the legislation repositions the only currently regulated
market in Poland, i.e. the Polish Power Exchange. The financial market at TGE is
underdeveloped. Hence, the challenge posed by the new law as TGE will have to be creative.
For example, it may have to consider launching the OTF trade platform, which is not possible
today because MiFID 2 is not implemented in Polish national legislation. The bill amending the
Law on Trade in Financial Instruments and Certain Other Laws has been proposed but it is still
in review.
All energy market players will be affected by the future course of legislation. Failure to adopt
a full package in the national legislation that incorporates MiFID 2 will make the future of
energy enterprises quite unclear and may potentially inhibit the development of the energy
market.

Conclusions
MIFID 2 changes the legal framework for commodity derivative instruments and extends the
scope of such instruments. It reduces the number of derogations available to companies that
trade in commodity instruments and introduces limits on positions, position management for
commodity derivative instruments and allows mandatory commodity trading.
A broad range of activities are treated as investment services and they are listed in appendices
to the Directive. Energy enterprises will be treated as investment companies under MiFID 2.
The only way to avoid these regulations will be to identify a relevant derogation.

6.

The Impact of REMIT on the Energy Market

Following the implementation of transactional data reporting for contracts regarding wholesale
energy products on managed trade platforms in 2015, it was time further EU legislation was
put in place: Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council (EU) No. 1227/2011 of
25 October 2011 on integrity and transparency of the wholesale energy market (REMIT). This
was done in the framework of Implementing Regulation of the European Commission (EU) No.
1348/2014 of 17 December 2014 on transferring data implementing Article 8 Paragraph 2 and
6 of REMIT which came into force on 7 January 2015 and the ACER technical instruction of 9
December 2014 effective as of 29 December 2014.
It was a major challenge for energy enterprises in 2016 start reporting on contracts concluded
on the bilateral market. The kick off date was 7 April for newly concluded transactions and for
contracts concluded earlier but before this date or in progress. Contrary to reporting of
transactions concluded on managed trade platforms, where the biggest responsibility was on
the platform host, companies had to mobilise human and financial resources to report on OTC
contracts. They had to develop operating procedures and implement relevant IT tools to
support the processes. The deadlines were rigorous and there was a fair amount of overlap
between reporting requirements under REMIT and EMIR, and other reporting regimes
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applicable to public companies. It must be stressed that the reporting requirement affected all
market players: wholesalers, generators and retailers.
The biggest challenge was interpreting the provisions and properly qualifying contracts
(standard versus non-standard). Many contracts had to be reported on multiple times
wherever they departed from the standard, i.e. contained provisions on volume or prices as a
result of the price-making formulae they applied.

Conclusions
Energy enterprises completed the phase of implementing systems to allow them to comply
with all reporting requirements. The process required the involvement of all stakeholders, and
was labour and capital intensive as new business processes had be defined, internal policies
had to be designed and enforced and sometime additional units had be established.

7.

The CO2 Emissions Allowance Market and the Electricity Market

Phase III of the European Union CO2 Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS) was marked with a
high price volatility in its fourth year. It was a consequence of political events directly affecting
EU ETS Phase IV, the weather conditions, problems experienced in French nuclear power
plants and temporary correlation of electricity, coal energy, oil and gas prices.
The price of Dec-16 averaged at 5.35 €/MgCO2 in 2016. The lowest closing price in the period
at hand dropped to 3.93 €/MgCO2 and the highest value was recorded early in the year and
equalled 8.11 €/MgCO2. Note that according to a long-term projection put together by leading
European analysts EUA prices will range between 10 and 12 €/MgCO2 in 2020, which is seen
as an opportunity to boost investments in low emission technologies. Today, the first several
weeks of 2017 have been highly volatile possibly due to the legislative process in the European
Parliament and the European Commission which are working on Phase IV of EU ETS. The
following events caused the deviation of EUA prices from average in 2016:
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•

Citizens of the UK voted to leave the European Union in a referendum on 23 June. This
event has a bearing on the entire EU ETS. While the EU ETS is the main market
mechanism supporting the member states in meeting the emission reduction targets a
hypothetical exit of the UK would entail the distribution of accumulated emission
allowances of UK businesses in the energy sector and a natural fall of EUA prices. The
result of referendum was a shock to the market which reduced the prices from 5.65
€/MgCO2 to approximately 5.00 €/MgCO2;

•

In September, the Nuclear Safety Authority in France recommended additional security
checks in EDF nuclear power plants. The troubles in the French nuclear energy began
when excessive coal concentrations were found in the steel of the steam in the newly
built state of the art 3rd generation EPR reactor in the Flamanville 3 power plant. This
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could lead to material fatigue and have unpredictable consequences. Initially, the
reactors where safety standards very violated were to be shut down, however the
coming heating season and weather forecasts warning of a very cold winter forced
authorities to keep all reactors in operation.
•

•

In December, the European Parliament Committee on the Environment eventually
adopted a list of proposed EU ETS reforms after 2020, including:
o

A more restrictive linear reduction coefficient of 2.4%;

o

The total number of allowances transferrable to the MSR (Market Stability Reserve)
increased to 24% in the first four years;

o

Cancellation of 800 million allowances from the reserve in 2021;

o

2016–2017 to be the benchmark for 2021–2025.

Backloading, a tool controlled the EUA supply by transferring respectively 400, 300 and
200 million emission allowances to the reserve in 2014–2016, was phased out by the
end of 2016. Initially, the frozen allowances were to be released into the market again
later. However, there were no indications that the demand and supply could be
balanced so these allowances were cancelled.

Figure 2. The impact of political and economic events on EUA SPOT prices
Note that emissions from EU ETS-covered installations fell by 0.4% in 2015 versus 2014;
according to preliminary data, performance in 2016 may be close to 2015 levels.
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Figure 3. Valuations of CO2 emission allowances in 2005–2016 by Phase I (2005–2007), II
(2008–2012) and III (2013–2020)
Hard coal is the fundamental energy fuel in Poland because of its abundance in deep deposits.
Despite the growing share of renewable energy it still covers most of the domestic demand
for energy, hence the pressure on electricity prices exerted by the developments on the EUA
market and the EU regulations on climate protection.
Conclusions
There is a feeling in the European Union that it must do more do meet the emission targets,.
This is clearly evidenced by the legislative work regarding EU ETS Phase IV. The European
Parliament voted on a lower linear coefficient of reduction of 2.2% that the proposed 2.4% in
February 2017, which puts pressure on the Polish energy sector. It seems that the price of
CO2 emission allowances will be more strongly correlated with electricity prices also on the
market Polish in the coming years. Note that long-term EUA price projects clearly point to an
uptrend. Nonetheless, it is ultimately the market that sets the price. Today, the supply exceeds
the demand so prices average at approximately 5.00-5.50 €/MgCO2 despite efforts by the
European Commission. Price levels of 10–12 €/MgCO2 are plausible by 2020 provided the tools
being designed by the European Commission and the European Parliament to mitigate
oversupply prove effective.
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8.

Selected Aspects of Interchange

Key developments in the field of cross-border electricity trade in 2016 included: (1) TSO efforts
to control loop flows, (2) the launch and all-year-round operation of a Poland – Lithuania
interconnector and (3) increase in electricity exports in Q4 2016 and Q1 2017.
In line with TSO plans, the first physical phase shifter was launched (Germany is responsible
for launching the other shifter) and the northern line on the border between Poland and
Germany was switched off in June 2016. This resulted in a significant reduction of
redispatching (mainly the purchase of energy on the Polish balancing market in order to reduce
unscheduled flows on synchronous links, which often caused sharp price hikes on the balancing
market and on the Polish spot market in the past). The measures adopted by TSO were
successful. The Polish electricity system became more secure with lower exposure to loop
flows from northern Germany to the south of Europe. This is likely to boost imports to Poland
but this effect has not been achieved and the level of available import capacity leave much to
be desired.
Working in partnership with the Regulator, TSO succeeded in getting the support from leading
institutions on the regional forum for efforts to split the single price zone of Austria and
Germany. What seemed to be highly controversial step at the beginning is now a solution
largely accepted by most stakeholders in our part of Europe. Decisions have been made and
they seem to be final. The single price zone is planned is for 2018 and purely price-related
stimuli should be used to eradicate the root cause of loop flows.
An interconnection between Poland and Lithuania (500 MW) was launched in December 2015.
Cross-border capacities are shared under the same terms and conditions as in the case of the
Swedish cable (implicit auction in the framework of market-coupling). In addition, an
interconnection was launched between Lithuania and Sweden (600 MW) in February 2016. It
has a major impact on the flows direction between Poland and Lithuania – most often than
not energy is imported by Poland. The system operated properly and market-coupling raised
no controversies in the day-ahead market. Still, there seems to be a case for capacity trading
in monthly, quarterly and annual intervals under limited PTR (physical transmission rights),
just like in the arrangement used on the border between Estonia and Latvia or under FTR
(financial transmission rights).
Price hikes on European markets in Q4 2016 (largely caused by problems faced by nuclear
power plants in France) lead to record levels electricity exports from Poland to Germany, Czech
Republic and Slovakia. Cross-border capacity auctions were done efficiently and the explicit
auction method was effective and raised no objections from market players.
Steady import flows from Ukraine via the Dobrotwór – Zamość line were recorded in 2016. We
recommend reviewing the auction rules that apply to this interconnector in order to bring them
closer to explicit auctions applied on the other borders. The most urgent step would be to
launch daily auction on the Polish side to maximise the utilisation of available capacity and
align to the planned daily auction on the Ukrainian side.
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Conclusions
According to last year's projections, the launch of a phase shifter had a major impact on the
situation in the Polish electricity system. Redispatching was reduced but one should continue
to observe TSO offering imports of capacity.
Pradoxically, while TSO brought redispatching under control, particularly in light of the
European ambition to build a 'single energy market' contrary to popular beliefs the security of
the Polish electricity system is achieved by taking down the cross-border lines rather than by
building them.
Given the future development of both the Ukrainian electricity market and the development of
the Polish-Ukrainian energy co-operation efforts must be made to enhance the auction rules
applicable to this border and ensure a close co-operation with the responsible entities on the
Ukrainian side. Applied in a relatively small interconnector, these rules may guide rules set for
larger cross-border projects in the future.

9.

Modification of VAT Rules for Commodity Transactions

On 25 January 2017, The Board of the Warsaw Stock Exchange in Warsaw (WSE), the owner
of TGE, published the decision adopted by the TGE Board to change the some of the tax rules
applied by TGE with respect to its services and to make backward adjustments to VAT on such
services.
Between 2011 and 2016, TGE interpreted the handling fees on electricity and gas transactions
on the Property Rights Market and the Futures Commodity Market and the handling fees for
managing the Certificates of Origin Register (collectively referred to as the Fees) as VAT
exempt. A VAT tax review recommended that TGE secures several external, independent tax
interpretations with respect to charging VAT on TGE handling fees. WSE made it clear that
while such tax interpretations were not single-minded the TGE Board adopted a decision to
change the existing VAT assessment and adjustment rules with respect to the Fees as it
thought TGE was not authorised to exempt its Fees from VAT under the VAT legislation in
force since 1 January 2011.
The TGE Board adopted a decision to change the tax rules applied by TGE with respect to its
services on 1 January 2017 and adjust VAT payment on all its past transaction not subjet to
statute of limitations. As a result, credit notes must be issued to business clients, TGE
Members, requesting them to pay the VAT previously not charged on top of the Fees, if not
subject to the statutes of limitations (between December 2011 and December 2016). The total
value of outstanding VAT is PLN 69.8 million. Meanwhile, TGE is obliged to pay the outstanding
VAT as per the credit notes plus interest of PLN 10.2 million to the government.
As a matter of principle, TGE clients should have a right to deduct the outstanding VAT as per
the said credit notes in the current or future reporting periods.
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For electricity traders, some TGE clients decided to pay VAT on handling fees for transactions
concluded since early 2017. Some others, however, choose a 'wait and see' position until TGE
applies for and receives an official interpretation from tax authorities. Historical transactions
going back to 2011–2016 may be more of a problem. TGE began sending corrected invoices
based on the said legal interpretation in mid-March 2017. The VAT correction was decided by
the TGE Board based on the said interpretation. Actually, TGE clients were forced to face a
dilemma whether or not to agree with the legal interpretation accepted by TGE and to pay the
VAT.

Conclusions
The problem with credit notes for the handling fees charged by TGE in 2011-–2016 affects a
large number of TOE members and other commodity market players, and the Certificates of
Origin Register. TOE was involved in the problem solving exercise but also took measures to
reduce the tax risk associated with the change. TOE supported the idea that both TGE and
TGE/TOE Members should apply for an official tax interpretation.
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P1. Possible Impact of the Winter Package on Polish Energy Sector
On 30 November 2016, the European Commission (EC) published the 'Winter Package'
(COM/2016/0860), i.e. the biggest regulatory proposal since 2009 designed to strengthen the
competitiveness of the EU economy at the time of a deep transformation of world energy
markets. The whole set of published documents was named Clean Energy for all Europeans.
The title reflects the intentions behind the law:
•

Further integration and development of sources RES;

•

Strengthen the competitiveness and put the consumer (prosumer) at the heart of the
system, protect sensitive customers;

•

Strengthen the significance of information on the energy market (particularly retail);

•

Strengthen the harmonisation and integration of wholesale energy markets in the EU;

•

Increase energy efficiency;

•

Strengthen the rights of ACER and national regulators;

•

Promote new technologies in the electricity sector such as smart grid or E-mobility.

These intentions derive directly from the European energy policy goals of security of supplies,
price affordability and decarbonisation.
The package contains four Directives: (1) Market (amending 2009/72/EC),
(2) on renewable energy sources (amending 2009/28/EC), (3) on energy efficiency (amending
2012/27/EC) and (4) on energy characteristics of buildings. In addition, four draft regulations
were published: (1) Market (amending 714/2009/EC), (2) on the role of ACER, (3) on the
Energy Union Management System and (4) Risk-Preparedness. In addition, the EC published
seven communications, including one that is quite relevant for Poland - the Final Report on
capacity mechanisms in the EU. According to the authors, the Winter Package should in most
cases apply in 2020 and become the backbone of the EU electricity market in the next decade.
The Market Directive and Regulation appear to be quite important for the Polish electricity
sector. New guidelines in these documents seek to strengthen the position of consumers on
the energy market by gradual price deregulation and removal of any public intervention areas
except for contingencies, allowing the use of flexible price contracts (dynamic tariffs and
prices) or an active (also via aggregators) participation in demand-side management
programmes and supporting the right to switch suppliers. Moreover, the right to smart
metering and transparent electricity billing are positive stimuli strengthening the competitive
position of consumers. Customers are to be supported by a new structure of the domestic
energy market that creates a level playing field for all energy generators, including DSR service
providers, aggregators and energy storage. While consumers are put at the centre of the
energy market the most vulnerable of them who are at risk of fuel poverty are granted special
protection of the EU member states. The role of the energy community is growing.
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The lifting of priority access to the grid, the full responsibility for system balancing and lifting
the price limits on the wholesale and balancing market, an improved availability cross-border
links as well as the alignment of rules for assessing the system's ability to cover demand are
suggesting that legislators strongly believe in the efficiency of the single-commodity market.
In addition, restrictions introduced on capacity markets in the form of reviews and
consultations with neighbouring countries, the openness to accept capacities that are not
dispatched by the local TSO and the introduction of limits on emission sources at the level of
0.550 MgCO2/MWh cause this mechanism to be pushed to the sidelines. Decarbonisation is
given priority over security of supplies, which is in fact the key intent behind the EU ETS
Directive. In addition, these provision infringe upon the technology neutrality of member
states. For Poland, the high emission standards in the capacity market mechanism create
major energy security risk because it may lead to the removal of over 20 GW worth of capacity
from the energy market and inhibit new projects. Another threat for the energy market is
associated with the concept of Regional Operational Centres (ROC) whose role will be to
supplement the responsibilities and functions of the national TSO. In practical terms, this may
entail the shifting of decisions on short-term NES operations to the regional level. This
'centralisation' of operational grid management raises concerns about the adequacy of local
level priority setting for supply security.
Other interesting developments include the amendment of the RES Directive and Regulation
on the Energy Union Management System. They will ensure the co-ordination of individual
efforts of member states towards meeting the community commitment to achieve a 27% share
of RES in the energy mix by 2030.
The continued market focus on RES and the maturity of RES technologies are leading to a
gradual phase-out of structured support and priority access to the grid. Such privileges will
now be reserved for high-efficiency co-generation systems, the smallest RES units (below 500
kW by 2025, and later below 250 kW) and innovative demo projects. Furthermore, RES support
mechanisms will have to be reviewed every four years and gradually open up to higher shares
of capacity from other countries. In less developed markets, this may weaken the development
of indigenous RES units. Unfortunately, new legislation does not solve the problem of support
for existing RES installations, which would continue to distort market mechanisms for a long
time. The Directive strengthens the role of prosumers who are to be rewarded for releasing
energy into the grid on commercial terms and conditions. It harmonises the principles of
organising renewable energy communities such as energy clusters or energy co-operatives.
This had to be incorporated into national RES legislation. In addition, one important factor for
Poland is the set of criteria that preclude the use of biomass in units over 20 MW to meet the
RES targets, apart from high-efficiency cogeneration. In practice, this will mean now
investment in new biomass installations after 2020 and problems meeting the RES target.
Member states that fail to meet the target will have to pay a fee to the planned financial
platform managed by EC designed to support RES projects. Apart from the financial platform
energy unions will be managed with Integrated National Plans for Energy and Client and longterm low emission strategies. It is becoming increasingly obvious that the Energy Union
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concept is slowly being reduced to overseeing the process of meeting the climate policy targets
with only a skin-deep commitment to long-term energy security.
Other proposed pieces of legislation move in the same direction taking a number of national
competences to the regional or EU level. Major examples of this trend include the strengthened
role of ACER, a common body established for Distribution Network Operators (DNO), a gradual
harmonisation of DNO by means of shared grid codes (e.g. transmission systems codes) or
the limited role for member states in assessing power security. Meanwhile, national regulators
are strengthened. They should have the right to make binding decisions and impose effective,
proportionate and deterring sanctions on non-compliant energy enterprises.
The legislative proposals presented by EC appear to need quite a lot of fine tuning to eliminate
mechanisms that distort the energy market and to ensure the security of supplies to
customers.
Conclusions
The process of building a pan-European electricity market gained momentum in 2016. The
Winter Package promises a number of positive and relevant policies such as a level playing
field for conventional and renewable energy sources on the wholesale market or a reinforced
position of customers. Unfortunately, some of the Package proposals put enormous pressure
on coal and biomass generation units and electricity system operators. Change is forced on a
top-down basis a little attention is given to specificities of individual member states. As far as
Poland is concerned, they strongly interfere with the security of supplies because they give
customers a misleading impression that the problem has been solved by intensifying linkages
betwenn European single-commodity markets and the liberalisation of wholesale prices but
without specific mechanisms hedging against the high volatility of retail energy prices. In
particular, the proposed emission standard for capacity markets and the increased influence
of international institutions on local markets and the security of supplies raise a lot of serious
concerns.

P2. Draft Law on Capacity Market
Electricity prices have been consistently low on the wholesale market in recent years.
Therefore, new investment has been kept in a limbo and it is likely to affect the security of
supplies in NES. The process of building mechanisms that guarantee a generation capacity at
the level that will guarantee electricity supplies to end customers in the medium and longterm gained momentum in 2016.
The market architecture must be changed. The regulatory policy used to promote
uncontrollable RES at the cost of conventional units that are the main source of NES seucrity
at the current level of technology and market parameters.
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New units will be acquired or existing ones will be upgraded by means of introducing a dualcommodity market that will trade in energy and a have centralised mechanism of capacity
provision. Capacity will be auctioned. Certified units will take part in auctions whose
parameters will be defined in the auction rules, based on the demand specified by TSO. The
detailed cost of this exercise is not yet understood but the most likely scenario is that end
customers will ultimately have to absorb approximately PLN 4 billion per annum.
The Ministry of Energy and PSE published a draft concept of a dual-commodity market with
payments for stand-by and supply or capacity reductions services early in July 2016. Following
industry consultations, the draft Law on Capacity Market was published on 30 November 2016.
A centralised NES capacity market is proposed with auctioned supply or capacity reductions
in 12-monthly and quarterly periods. The bill is still work in progress but the first capacity
auction is planned at the end of 2017. Pursuant to the draft the capacity market will become
operational in 2021
The goal of the capacity market is to ensure the security of electricity supplies to end customers
in a medium to long-term horizon. This mechanism is expected to encourage new generation
capacity and upgrades/maintenance of existing units while creating a framework for the
development of demand side reduction (DSR). The cost of the capacity market is to be borne
by customers — the capacity fee will be part of the transmission fee item.
The Ministry of Energy published the updated draft Law on Capacity Market on 3 February
2017. Industry organisations were busy reviewing the document within a very short 10-day
deadline for comments. Additional notifications of the European Commission will be required
in order for this draft to be implemented, which could be a real challenge with the current
version of the document in the context of the decarbonization policy and the ever more visible
goal of 'no new investment in high emitting base sources after 2020'. It remains to be seen in
the following months how new legislation will support returns in the generation business in
the face of low energy prices and a strong competition from RES which enjoy a non-market
support.
The review of the recent draft of the Law on Capacity Market of 3 February 2017 made it clear
that further fine-tuning was more than required to remove some of the potential interpretation
gaps. What could be recommended is a classification of generation units into existing ones,
for which annual or uo to 5 year agreements are to be used and planned units, which would
additionally be subject to agreements for up to 15 years. It is key that new and upgraded units
are clearly defined (no such clear definitions in the current draft). Furthermore, the concepts
of maximum bid prices depending on the technology used by the unit must be presented more
clearly. Therefore, it is essential that the Capacity Market Regulations are defined as soon as
possible through broad public consultations to find the best solution for the market.
Note that the Capacity Market Bill specifies methods of capacity fee payment by customers,
mainly households G, that may force electricity traders who provide integrated services to
invest in modifications in their billing systems.
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Conclusions
The launch of a capacity market must be pre-approved by the European Commission. The EC
is generally of the opinion that the use of any capacity mechanism in individual countries is
more expensive and less flexible than the promotion of energy security in a regional framework
with a view to creating a common energy market. This directly implies a close co-operation
between operators, the development of cross-border links and a loss of control over national
electricity systems by national operators. It is the latter that makes the capacity market project
so urgent so that the autonomy of national operators and their acquired rights can be
defended.
In order to avoid any doubts with respect to state aid provisions legislation should clearly state
winning an auction does not imply entitlement to claim state aid in case the European
Commission does not agree to launching the capacity market in Poland under this legislation.
Meanwhile, interim mechanisms such as the Operational Capacity Reserve (OCR) and
Intervention Cold Reserve (ICR) or other forms of strategic reserves should be maintained in
order to ensure supply security. In fact, other types of regulatory system services could also
be considered and clearing mechanisms should, perhaps, be reviewed to ensure that costs
incurred by generators are adequately covered

P3. New Trends in Energy: Clusters, Co-operative, E-mobility, Storage

Clusters, Co-operatives
The new Law on Renewable Energy Sources (RES Law) mainly covers local retail markets
including end customers and sellers, including obligated sellers, and increasingly energy
clusters and energy co-operatives.
Pursuant to the RES Law, an energy cluster a civil arrangement between a natural person,
legal entities, academic units, research institutes or local government units, regarding the
generation and balancing the demand, distribution of or trade in energy from renewable
energy sources or from other sources or fuels within a distribution network with a rated voltage
lower than 110 kV within the territory of the cluster not exceeding on the boundaries of county,
as defined in the Law of 5 June 1998 on County Government (Journal of Laws
of 2016, Section 814) or 5 municipalities as defined in the Law of 8 March 1990 on Municipal
Government (Journal of Laws of 2016, Section 446). Energy clusters are represented by coordinators, which are special purpose co-operatives, associations, foundations or any other
energy cluster member specified in the civil law agreement. A commercial company may play
the role of an energy cluster co-ordinator. The business operation of an energy cluster is
subject to a licence issued for the energy cluster co-ordinator or to a registration of the energy
cluster co-ordinator under Article 7 or Article 23 or Article 34 of the Energy Law. Importantly,
the DNO a particular energy cluster intends to collaborate is required to conclude an agreement
with the energy cluster co-ordinator agreement to render the distribution service referred to
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in Article 5 of the Energy Law. The territory of an energy cluster is determined based on the
number of connected energy generators and customers that are cluster members.

Source: The Proposed Concept of Energy Clusters in Poland commissioned by the State Treasury – Minister of
Energy, Warsaw, March 2017.

Figure 4. Energy cluster: conceptual links
It must be stressed that the Proposed Concept of Energy Clusters [21] commissioned by the
Minister of Energy defines a very important role for electricity traders: they are expected to be
initiators, champions and co-ordinators of clusters. TOE is invited to review the Concept and
offer its recommendations and support efforts designed to establish energy clusters.
Further, an energy co-operative is a co-operative, as defined in the Co-operative Law of 16
September 1982 (Journal of Laws of 2016, Section 21), that is in the business of generating:
a) electricity in RES installations with a total installed electrical capacity not greater than
10 MW, or
b) biogas in renewable energy installations with an annual efficiency not greater than 40
million m3, or
c) heat in renewable energy installations with a total achievable co-generation capacity
not greater than 30 MWt,
– and balancing the demand, distribution of or trade in electricity, biogas or heat to meet the
consumption needs of the co-operative and its members connected to the geographically
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delineated electricity distribution network with a rated voltage lower than 110 kV or distribution
gas or heat distribution grid in rural and mixed rural and town municipalities as defined in the
provisions on public statistics.
Pursuant to the RES Law, an energy co-operative or an entity outsourced by an energy cooperatives to operated a closed distribution system are exempt from the obligation to:
1) submit its tariffs for approval, unless they include fees higher than the sum total of
prices and fees rates set in tariffs specific of the different types of customers, approved
by URE President, the distribution system operator or the obligated sellers, on the
territory of this entity, in the preceding calendar year;
2) develop and submit development plans for approval;
3) connect new customers, save for end customers, that apply to be connected to the
grid of the distribution system operator via energy co-operatives network or the
network of the entity outsourced by the energy co-operative to operate a closed
distribution system;
4) develop a grid operation and maintenance instruction network as defined in the Energy
Law;
5) develop, update and publish standard consumption profiles.

E-mobility
E-mobility, i.e. the use of electricity for propelling road vehicles is a relatively new global trend
that is bound to leave a major market on the electricity industry and, indeed, on the whole
economy.
The rapid development of e-mobility worldwide (Fig. 5) promises a similar pattern in Poland
posing vital questions about the growth dynamic of the demand for electricity, availability of
capacity and the grid.
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Source: IEA, TOE.

Figure 5. The number of electric cars worldwide broken down by world regions [,000]
There were approximately 900 electric cars in Poland at the end of 2016. Pursuant to the Emobility Development Plan in Poland developed by the Ministry of Energy in September 2016
the target is 1 million electric cars in 2025. This will boost an additional demand for energy of
4.3 TWh per annum. In addition, the government e-Bus and Emission Free Public Transport
programmes are likely to put electric buses on Polish roads.
The E-mobility programme for Poland is presented on the chart below (Fig. 6) (it is extracted
from the E-mobility Development Programme).

Countries with the highest number of electric cars (China, USA, Norway, the Netherlands) have
mastered the following factors:
a) Social, environmental and economic (new trends regarding the use of transport in
metropolitan areas, drive to reduce emissions and dependence on oil-derivatives),
b) Technology (higher innovation, development of electricity storage technology) and
c) Legislative (support for electric car buyers and the expansion of the charging
infrastructure).
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2016-2018

2018-2020

2020-2025

ELECTRIC VEHICLES IN FUTURE CITIES (AWARENESS)
Pilot deployment to promote
e-mobiliy

Good practices

Understand need and
willingness to contribute to emobility

ELECTRIC VEHICLE MARKET (DEMAND)
Alfa market

Bet amarket

Established e-mobility
market

E-MOBILITY INDUSTRY GROWTH (SUPPLY)
Prototyping

Pilot batch

Industrial manufacturing

REGULATION FOR E-MOBILITY
National policy framework for Complete project preparatory
alternative fuel development
phase
and e-mobility legislation

Infrastructure in place.
Restrictions for petrol/diesel
vehicles

INTEGRATED SMART GRID
Take measure to prepare for
building a grid-integrated
charging network

Build charging stations in
selected cities, identify good
practice

Network ready to support emobility

Source: the E-mobility Development Plan in Poland.

Figure 6. Areas of public intervention and major impacts at the different stages
Given the above, the development of electric transport in Poland depends of whether the
country can create an E-mobility ecosystem that will consist of:
a) A favourable climate of co-operation between administration, industry, academia,
financial institutions and non-governmental organisations, and a clear definition of
roles, responsibilities and accountabilities of all players in the ecosystem;
b) An adequate support system for buyers of electric vehicles to stimulate popular demand
for cars and buses (for municipalities);
c) An adequate financing of supporting infrastructure (charging stations, smart grid);
d) Innovative technology and business solutions based on E-mobility economic impact
assessment.
The development of E-mobility in Poland will call for proactive efforts of a wide range of
organisations and an efficient co-ordination of steps leading to a win-win situation in areas as
such as the environment (lower tail-pipe emissions), quality of life (lower noise levels), and
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the economic (reduced dependency on oil imports, development of a national automotive
industry: production of components or complete electric vehicles).

Energy Storage
Under the amended RES Law ([12], [9]) electricity storage is support to support RES
installations. They are not stand-alone but part of and connected to RES. Energy is stored until
it is released into the grid. Generators may decide to store energy when prices are low and
release it to the grid when market prices are higher. This is quite positive for RES installations
over 500 kW that will sell energy directly on the market bypassing obligated sellers and for
NES as such. Energy may also be stored when consumption is controlled for security reasons.
The RES Law and the Energy Law do not provide for any other role for storage than to store
electricity generated in RES installations [12]. The role of energy storage connected with
micro-installations and installations up to and including 500 kW from which energy has to be
purchased by the obligated seller is lower than for bigger capacity installations. The purchase
price of electricity equals 100% of the average selling price of electricity on the competitive
market in the preceding quarter, as published by URE President. Moreover, the obligated seller
may only purchase such energy if it offers to sell the entire amount of energy generated and
released into the grid electricity from RES installations over at least 90 consecutive calendar
days. For prosumer micro-installations, the distribution network will play the role of energy
storage based on a record of electricity offtaken by the seller from the prosumer. The prosumer
may however use some of its energy storage by reducing the purchase of electricity from
sellers at a time of higher tariff prices (in peak) and use his/her own production and stored
energy. In contrast, at a time of lower prices (off-peak and at night) having satisfied his/her
own demand, the prosumer may release the energy surplus either to the grid or to the energy
storage. Storing energy in the 'distribution network' or in the prosumer's own storage will
inevitably cause some of it to be lost because of the efficiency of energy storage and the
retrieval of only 70 or 80% from obligated sellers it received. Business micro-installations (nonprosumers) may choose netmetering, or a six-monthly balancing of energy purchase and sales.
It is a very effective way of ensuring high 'utilisation of the distribution network as a storage
facility. It allows business to accumulate the surplus of energy produced in photovoltaic cells
in spring and summer months and use it the autumn and winter. There is no capacity limitation
for such a storage facility and the amount of stored energy depends only on the production
capacity of the micro-installation, the operation time and the demand of the micro-installation
owner. While energy storage may be used in a number of ways, including for capacity demand
peak spreading, counterbalancing the variable production levels of energy in RES, supporting
distributed energy and improving the reliability of supply, the renewable energy sources are
the biggest beneficiaries. Energy storage gives them the opportunity to increase their share in
the total national production energy.

Conclusions
The Law on Renewable Energy Sources defines energy clusters and energy co-operatives in
Poland. It provides that they can develop on what it calls 'local energy markets'. The Proposed
Concept of Energy Clusters commissioned by the Minister of Energy defines a very important
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role for electricity traders: they are expected to be initiators, champions and co-ordinators of
clusters. TOE is invited to review the Concept and offer its recommendations and support
efforts designed to establish energy clusters.
Poland has not yet reviewed the impact of E-mobility on its electricity sector or the economy
at large. As mentioned earlier in the document, an increase in the demand for electricity and
the potential for DSM/DSR services using batteries available in electric cars are quite promising
in this respect. Challenges include the need to secure the supply of capacity, identify options
to develop the grid infrastructure to improve its flexibility and responsiveness load volatility,
as well as a realistic feasibility study into the use of electric cars to render DSM/DSR services.
These aspects should soon be examined so that we can have better understanding of the
potential for E-mobility in Poland and the best possible steps the country can make to realise
this potential.
The development of local markets, particularly of micro and small RES installations, energy
clusters, energy co-operatives, and E-mobility, may well be driven by energy storage. There
is a high level of interest in the technology and early deployments may drive local energy
initiatives.
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III. Gas Market
1.

Retail Market

In 2016, the number of customers who switched their gas supplier increased significantly
versus previous years. The rate of supplier switching is a reliable measure the development of
competitive gas market. According to data published by URE [40], there were only several
supplier switching cases in 2011, 210 in 2012, 429 in 2013, 7,007 in 2014 and 30,749 in 2015.
Altogether, there were historically 72,964 gas supplier switching cases till 2016, as presented
on the chart below. The table shows the number of supplier switching cases broken down by
tariff group, number of customers, and metering systems.
Table 5. The structure of supplier switching on the gas market by tariff group, number of customers,
and metering systems
Switches

In 1–4

In 5

In 6

In 7

In 8

In 9

In 10

TSO
tariff

Total

customers

72 964

4 062

1 127

179

52

18

8

27

72 964

metering systems

89 243

5 909

1 348

193

53

20

8

35

89 243

Source: URE.

Source: URE.

Figure 7. The number of supplier switching cases on the gas market
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There was less interest in trading in natural gas in 2016. There were 199 licenced gas traders
at year-end and 70 were active. Market liberalisation continued despite existing barriers and
challenges and there was clear expectation that the process should continue.
The number of agreements signed by DNO with sellers for the provision of gas distribution
services known as framework agreements, increased in 2016. These agreements allow gas
retailers to operate on the territory of a particular DNO. There wer e 134 sellers who
concluded agreements with TSO, including 80 who also had an agreement with DNO.
The obligation to trade on the commodity exchange ensures that all players have access to
gas on the wholesale market and effectively introduces competition on the retail market. The
use of the maximum gas price model allowed to offer lower prices, which may be applied
provided customers in tariff groups receive the same treatment (Paragraph 29 Section 4 of the
Tariff Regulation [18]). Competition made a positive impact on the market. In addition, there is
a deregulation roadmap which and gas trade is no subject to market conditions. The
deretulation roadmap is presented in Section III.3. below.
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2.

Infrastructural Setting

Interconnectors
The interconnection of the Polish gas system with systems in the neighbouring countries is
vitally important for the national energy security. Existing cross-border links support gas import
from gas from Germany, Czech Republic, Ukraine and Belarus. The technical capacity of gas
imports from the west equals 10.5 billion m3/per year: GCP (interconnection with Germany –
1.5 billion m3/per year), Mallnow point (reverse flow on Yamal Gas Pipeline from Germany, of
which 5.5 billion m3/per year on a continuous basis and 2.7 billion m3 on an unterrupted basis
(i.e. import is only possible in case flow is maintained on the Yamal Gas Pipeline towards
Germany) and Cieszyn (interconnection with the Czech Republic – 0.5 billion m3/per year) and
the LNG terminal in Świnoujście (technical regasification capacity of 5.0 billion m3/per year
with an option to increase the capacity to 7.5 billion m3/per year). Gas can be imported from
the east via the Drozdowicze point (interconnection with Ukraine – 5.7 billion m3/per year),
Vysokoye (interconnection with Belarus – 5.5 billion m3/per year) and Konradki
(interconnection with Belarus – 32,3 billion m3/per year). Poland can export gas to
neighbouring countries only via points in Cieszyn, Lasów and Hermanowice (approximately 1.5
billion m3/per year on a conditional interrupted continuous basis). In 2016, some of the
infrastructure was extended adding gas transport capacity in Lasów to approximately 0.5
billion m3/per year towards Germany.
Further work is underway to increase cross-border gas transmission throughput capacity in
order to increas from over 50 billion m3/per year today to 70 billion m3/per year by building
an interconnector with Slovakia (4,3 – 5.7 billion m3/per year), Lithuania (1.7 – 2,4 billion
m3/per year), Czech Republic ( 5 – 5.7 billion m3/per year) and Ukraine (5.7 – 5,8 billion m3/per
year). These plans are part of a regional gas market policy.
Relatively high costs of transfer of transmission systems data between countries constrained
arbitrage between commodity exchanges. The amendment of the mandatory reserves
legislation made it even more challenging by creating yet another regulatory and cost
requirement regarding mandatory gas reserves for gas transported into Poland. In 2016, there
were only a few opportunities to trade in gas on foreign foreign commodity exchanges at a
lower price than on the Polish exchange (because of gas transport fees).
The use of the National Transmission Network (NTN) interchange increased in 2016, reaching
58% and of the Transit Gas Pipeline System (TGPS) as well reaching 81%. Some 25 TWh more
gas was sent via NTN than in the preceding year. Here is a chart that shows the technical
transmission capacity utilisation rate.
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Technical Transmission Capacity Utilisation in 2016 [%]
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Hermanowice
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Cieszyn
[PL-CZ]*

Cieszyn
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[DE-PL]

0%

* part of the capacity is available on an interrupted basis
** contracts for capacity in the point in Cieszyn in 2026

Source: Gas Monitor based on TSO data.

Figure 8. Use of the technical gas transmission capacity in Poland in 2016 [%]

Storage Facilities
Poland has 7 storage facilities for high-methane gas with a total holding capacity of
approximately 33 TWh. All of them are owned by Gas Storage Poland, part of PGNiG SA,
Poland's largest gas company. New terms and conditions of rendering the storage services
came into force on 1 June 2016 along with a new Tariff No. 1/2016 for gas fuel storage
services. The storage service is available in the framework of the virtual Cavern Storage Facility
Group (PMG Mogilno and PMG Kosakowo), Sanok (PMG Swarzów, PMG Brzeźnica, PMG
Strachocina and PMG Husów) and Storage Facility PMG Wierzchowice.
The volume of gas in storage in Poland was approximately 10.2 TWh or 32% of the holding
capacity at the end of the winter season, i.e. on 31 March 2016. The fill rate was 33%
(10.7 TWh) at the end of the winter season in 2017, i.e. on 31 March 2017. Regular storage
operations started in early May 2016 and extraction started in October. At the beginning of
2016, there were 24.4 TWh of gas in storage (75% of total capacity). The second consecutive
warm winter resulted in a gas storage reserve of 0.9 billion m3 (33% of total capacity) at the
end of the winter season (31 March 2016).
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Source: Gas Monitor based on TSO data.

Figure 9. Utilisation of the gas storage capacity in Poland in 2016 [%]

LNG
Gazoport, the LNG terminal in Świnoujście was commissioned at the end of 2015
and commenced commercial operations in mid-2016. It is one of the largest and the most
critical energy security projects in Poland in recent years. Liquefied gas can be shipped here
from any geographical location. It is the first project of this type in Central and Eastern Europe
and it can play an important regional role. The LNG terminal can process 5 billion m3 of gas
per year and the capacity can be increased to 7.5 billion m3. As a matter of fact, the throughput
capacity expansion to 10 billion m3/year is being considered.
An additional agreement was signed in March 2017 on top of the LNG delivery agreement
between PGNiG and Qatargas. It raises the volume LNG to be purchased to 2 million t/year
(approximately 2.7 billion m3 of gas per annum) in 2018 – 2034. This will boost the terminal's
capacity utilisation to 55%. The remaining capacity is available to other market players.
Gazoport in Świnoujście can handle large Q-Flex ships support the delivery of about 120 – 130
million m3 of gas to the gas network following the regasification. Gazoport may play a key role
in ensuring the diversity of gas sources for Poland and helps secure competitive prices of gas
in a highly volatile market.

Globally, the LNG market has been sluggish. In 2015, LNG covered over 10% of global demand
for natural gas. Marget projections are positive, however. The world's largest exporters of LNG
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include Qatar, Algeria, Nigeria, Malaysia, Indonesia, Trinidad & Tobago and Australia and
Russia.
In 2016, the production of LNG increased by almost 20 million tonnes. Australia accounts for
over 90% of growth: it is planning to increase production by 22.15 million tonnes in 2017, and
by another 4.45 million tonnes in 2018. With its resources and project pipeline, the US is likely
to join and actually lead the influential club of gas exporters in several years. Russia is joining
the game as well with its announced pipeline of Arctic projects. If completed, they will secure
a major share of the LNG market. North American gas may have a key role in driving European
gas prices in the future. While Europe is still a market of last resort for LNG but it will put
pressure on the export price of gas from Russia and other gas exporters.
Conclusions
The development of gas infrastructure (cross-border links, LNG terminal in Świnoujście)
increased the technical potential for gas imports. Poland is no longer isolated. Russian gas is
no longer the only choice even though it still accounts for the largest volume of imported
natural gas. Yet, it is the prices in Western gas hubs that have an increasingly stronger affect
on wholesale, retail, and TGE prices. This is why the gas market should be assessed in the
global context.

3.

Changing Gas Market Legislation

Timetable of Price Deregulation
Regulated retail prices have been the single biggest challenge to the growth of the gas market
in Poland. The ruling of the European Court of Justice of 10 September 2015 (Reference No.
C-36/14) confirmed a breach of EU provisions regarding unreasonable use of regulated gas
prices for customers other than households. The Law of 30 November 2016 on the Amendment
of the Energy Law and Certain Other Laws [7] introduced a roadmap for gas price
deregulation:
•

On 1 January 2017, for gas trade (sales) at a virtual point, sales of LNG and CNG and
sales by call for tenders, auction or public tender;

•

From 1 October 2017, for end customers (except for households);

•

From 1 January 2024, for customers in households.

The maximum tariff price mechanism will be in place until the obligation is lifted. If the
agreements do not provide for a method of calculating the price of gas after the use of tariff
is no longer mandatory, a draft of the revised agreement must sent to the customer and the
customer has the right to terminate the agreement.
The tariff deregulation roadmap is a step bringing us closer to gas market liberalisation and
its robust growth.
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Amendment of Law on Mandatory Natural Gas Reserves
The Law of 22 July 2016 on the Amendment of the Energy Law and Certain Other Laws [8]
introduced fundamental modification of the Law of 16 February 2007 on Mandatory Natural
Gas Reserves [16] (referred to as Law on Reserves). Reserves are now to be kept by sellers
and customers (including end customers), i.e. both energy enterprises trading in natural gas
on international markets and shippers of natural gas. It is no longer possible for sellers to get
exemptions from the mandatory reserves requirement if they have not more than 100,000
customers or they carry less than 100 million m3 in any calendar year. The law [8] entered
into force on 2 September 2016 but it introduced a transition period for holders of existing
exemptions until 30 September 2017. Unfortunately, there are a great deal of interpretation
issues regarding the nature of the requirement, deadlines and the method of calculating the
mandatory reserve.
These provisions discourage traders from gas imports because they create an extra cost of the
reserves. The law introduces an option to conclude ticket agreements, where an obligated
entity may hire another entity to keep the mandatory reserve. The market is looking forward
the development of new market services. There seems to very little interest in access to
storage capacity.
The amendment of July 2016 [8] modified the Energy Law [17] by putting more pre-conditions
on operators in domestic gas trade (OGP) and international gas trade (OGZ). In addition, a
new licence is introduced for trade in LNG delivered from foreign countries to a terminal in
Poland (e.g. LNG terminal in Świnoujście). TOE believes this Law must be amended as soon
as possible in order to:
•

reduce the obligation to maintain mandatory reserves of natural gas only to cover
protected customers (households, hospitals, nursery schools); this was included in
earlier drafts, or

•

modify the 'ticket model' to rely on the state system of natural gas reserves, where the
Material Reserves Agency (or another specified entity) will physically maintain complete
or partial gas reserves in consideration of designated fee paid by traders which are
required to maintain reserves (a similar arrangement is in place for liquid fuels).

Current Status of the Regulation on the Minimum Level of Diversification of Oil and
Gas Supplies
The Regulation on the Minimum Level of Diversification of Oil and Gas Supplies [19] imposes
fixed shares of gas imported from the neighbouring countries and does not allow the choice
of sources of imports based on the business case for electricity traders. The Regulation offers
an unclear definition of imports, which does or does not include supplies from EU member
states. Pursuant to the said Law of 22 July 2016 [8], the Regulation expired on 2 February
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2017 and this creates a legislative continuity risk. There are plans to amend the said Regulation
and TOE appreciates this as a step in the right direction. The definition of imports and sources
of origin are amended and the diversification levels are to be reduced. However, TOE believes
it is sufficient to have a choice regarding the source of imports via existing interconnectors
without being forced to physically diversify supplies for each entity in case of an
Intracommunity purchase transaction.

Excessive Reporting Requirements Regarding Gas Trade
Companies that are licenced to trade in natural gas on the domestic and international markets
are expected to submit a vast range of reports and statements on a regular basis or if
requested by public administration, Energy Market Agency, Main Statistical Office. The is a
high degree of duplication and requirement is imposed on all entities regardless of the actual
business profile or scale of operations. Organisations have to keep costly resources to comply
with the requirement and some, especially start-up may find it quite onerous.
TOE recommends simplifying the reporting procedures so as to avoid data duplication, and
limit the number of reports to a bear minimum.

Other Barriers on the Gas Market in Poland
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•

No transparency and clear rules regarding Distribution Contracts with small DNO
(known as Associate Distribution System Operator – ADSO).

•

Unfavourable tariff conditions not aligned to those used in the neighbouring countries
for short-term gas sales agreements resulting from transmission costs and distribution
for such periods. Adjustment coefficients applicable to the transmission/distribution fee
rate for short-term agreements.

•

No reverse flow at Drozdowicze, which limits cross-border trade with Ukraine.

•

An integrated agreement is a fundamental and the only profitable format of selling gas
to customers (sales under split agreements forces customers to come directly to the
balancing market).

•

IRiESP and IRiESD are documents which are quite large and not very easy to read .
They contain highly complicated clearing rules on the balancing market and nomination
rules. It is highly recommended that they should be simplified as is the case on the
electricity market.

•

Limited access to market information mainly regarding retail operations.
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Conclusions
In 2016, the liberalisation process on the gas market in Poland took a step back with the
amendment of the Law on Reserves. The competitiveness of price-making and the
engagement of market players was inhibited.
The market welcomes the tariffs phase-out schedule and is looking forward to the amendment
of the regulation on the diversification of gas supplies and a modification of the mandatory
reserve model (limited to protected customers only or a centrally managed ticket services
system).

IV.

1.

Prices of Electricity, Gas, Certificates of Origin and Fuel
(Coal, Oil)
Day-Ahead Electricity Market

In 2015, prices increased by 1.5% yoy compared to a decrease of 13% in 2015. The average
hourly price of electricity on the TGE Day-Ahead Market came to 159.21 PLN/MWh in this
period (156.95 PLN/MWh in 2015).
For peak hours (on weekdays, from 8:00 a.m. to and including 10 p.m.), the price dynamic
was nearly double. The 2016 average equalled 197.52 PLN/MWh, i.e. it increased by 6%
compared to the preceding year (in 2015, peak hour prices fell by 20% on an annual basis).
The volatility of the electricity price across 12 months was much higher than in 2015. The
highest decrease (13%) came in Q4 2016 versus the same quarter in 2015. In Q2, the highest
increase (13%) was observed. In contrast, prices increased by 4% in Q1 and Q4, respectively,
compared to the same quarters in 2015. Electricity prices reached quarterly levels of 151.96
PLN/MWh, 174.15 PLN/MWh, 149.09 PLN/MWh and 161.64 PLN/MWh, respectively. Peak
prices in consecutive quarters of 2016 came to: 188.47 PLN/MWh (8% increase yoy), 221.35
PLN/MWh (24% increase yoy), 178.81 PLN/MWh (14% increase yoy), 201.46 PLN/MWh (8%
increase yoy)
In 2016, Poland imported 2 TWh whereas it exported 0.2 TWh in 2015. The main reason why
there were no significant exports was that exports to Germany, Czech and Slovakia continued
to be unprofitable in the first three quarters of 2016 as prices continued to fall the German
EPEX SPOT market. In 2016, the decline was 8% and the average price came to 29.34
EUR/MWh. As prices remained low in the neighbouring countries, Poland imported 2.6 TWh
on the DC cable between Poland and Sweden (3.5 TWh in 2015), 0.9 TWh from Ukraine
(increase by 0.84 TWh yoy), and exported only 2 TWh on the parallel link (Germany, Czech
Republic, Slovakia), in contrast to 4 TWh in 2015. In addition, following some initial challenges
on the NordBalt link, Sweden started expoerting electricity to Lithuania, so Poland could import
electricity from Lithuania. The interchange balance on the LitPol link came to 0.6 TWh.
Following the launch of phase shifters and the disconnection of the transmission line, import
capacity of 200 MW was offered on the northern Polish German border. The decline in exports
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would have been deeper if it had not been for the issues with French nuclear power stations
- several units had to be stopped while the weather was cold so prices went up. Prices on the
German market increased in Q4 by 17% compared to 38.98 EUR/MWh. The price hike on the
neighbouring markets did not significantly affect wholesale prices on the Polish market because
export capacity was not available from PSE on the DAM in peak hours.
In 2016, domestic generators decreased production by nearly 0.8%; wind power stations
recorded the highest growth of nearly 16% to the level of 12 TWh; coal-fired generators
reported output lower by 06% and lignite-fired operations declined by 4%.
The price fluctuations in 2015 were aligned with fundamental developments, i.e. growing
demand and shifted balance in cross-border exchange. The price increase in Q2 was caused
by a heat wave in June when demand rose by 4% versus 2015, which coincided with schedule
maintenance in the same month. The average price in June came to PLN 209.43 and PLN
286.85 per MWh for peak hours. The electricity price on 2016-06-23 was first fixed at 406,55,
and 568,25 PLN/MWh for peak hours, which set the record for 2016. Also, there were problems
at TGE with placing bids to NordPool on 2016-06-14, which resulted in an import gap
(maximum imports of 1088 MW at the hour) from Sweden and Lithuania, which in turn affected
Day Ahead Market TGE 2013 - 2016 (PLN/MWh) - 7-day average
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spot prices in June. In Q4, prices increased for the following reasons:
Source: TOE based on TGE S.A. data

Figure 10. Daily Prices on the Day Ahead Market at the Polish Power Exchange
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Source: TOE based on TGE S.A. data

Figure 11. Total national monthly demand for electricity (TWh)
landslide at Turów power plant, change in flow direction, increased experts in off-peak hours
to Germany, Czech Republic and Slovakia, coinciding with reduced import in peak hours, and
a price hike on the Nordic commodity exchange (by 57% yoy). This affected the profitability
of imports. On top of this, demand grew, mainly in December, by 6% because of the weather
conditions.

2.

Electricity Futures Market

The futures market declined radically in 2016. Volumes on the TGE futures market were lower
than in the preceding year (99 TWh, in contrast to 162 TWh in 2015 and 163 TWh in 2014).
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Source: TOE based on TGE data, TFS.

Figure 12. Volume on Polish electricity market
The valuations of the BASE_Y_17 contract reflected the situation on the spot market in 2016.
Initially, the low temperature and operational issues in the Kozienice power plant challenged
the NES balancing and the electricity price for 2017 reached its maximum of 169.73.
Subsequently, the price fell sharply down to its annual minimum of 150.99 in February. It had
been growing steadily ever since and reached 165.47 on 20 June to change its course against
till 21 September when the price stabilised at 155.91 PLN/MWh. The 2017 energy price
continued to grow in the following sessions along with the increase in prices of CO2 allowances
and increase in prices in the neighbouring markets. The prices of CO2 emission allowances
increased from EUR 4 in mid-September to EUR 6.5 in early November.
In 2016, the power of the correlation between Poland and the neighbouring markets weakened
versus 2015. The Polish electricity market was positively correlated with the Czech and the
German market. The correlation was moderately strong at 0.51 with the Czech market (0.63
in 2015) and 0.51 with the German market (0.59 in 2015). The Polish market was most
strongly correlated with the Hungarian market at 0.76. The PLN/EUR FX adjusted correlation
was 0.44 with the Czech and the German market, 0.52 with the Hungarian market. The
correlation was weakened because of reduced export transmission capacity in Q4 2016, which
reduced the impact of the growth of market prices on markets in Western Europe on
BASE_Y_17 contract quotations.
Table 6. The Correlation Matrix for Electricity Futures Markets

Source: Polenergia Obrót.
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The weakening of the EUR/PLN exchange rate, which was at 4.40 at year-end (4.26 at yearbeginning), affected the interdependence between markets and the valuation of futures.

Source: Polenergia Obrót.

Figure 13. BASE Y-17 Valuations (PLN/MWh)

Source: Polenergia Obrót.

Figure 14. BASE Y-17 Valuations (EUR/MWh)
The BASE_Y-17 contract traded at TGE in a narrower range compared to the preceding year.
The annual minimum was 150.99 PLN/MWh (February) and the maximum occurred also early
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in the year with the annual contract trading at 169.73 PLN/MWh (13 January). The average
annual price of BASE_Y-17 came to 1569.28 PLN/MWh compared with 164.22 PLN/MWh for
BASE_Y-16. For the last 40 quotations, the average was 160.63 PLN/MWh and it was higher
than SPOT performance in 2016.

3.

Property Rights Market

Property Rights Market
The Property Rights Market for electricity generated in renewable sources, in cogeneration units and energy efficiency certificates operates under legislation that imposes an
obligation to obtain and redeem property rights attached to certificates of origin or to pay a
substitute fee in proportion to the volume of energy consumed by end customers. In principle,
this obligation is met by an energy company, industrial customer or, under certain conditions,
the end customer, commodity broker or broker. Industrial customers have a special status
with a privilege of lower property rights obligations for energy from renewable energy sources.
A list of industrial customers is published on ERO website.
The level and volatility of property rights prices in the market are affected the supply and
demand and the substitute fee rate as published by ERO (this rate effectively determines the
maximum price level)
The levels of obligation and substitute fee rates in 2015 were as follows:
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•

for energy generated in renewable sources – PMOZE_A known as 'green' property
rights: 15% of sales to end customers in the first half of the yer and 14.35% in the
second half; substitute fee: 300.03 PLN/MWh;

•

for energy generated from agricultural biogas, new certificates introduced under the
RES Law of 20 February 2015: 0.65% of sales to end customers in the second half of
the year; substitute fee: 300.03 PLN/MWh;

•

for energy generated in gas co-generation units or units with a total installed capacity
up to 1 MW – PMGM-2016, known as 'yellow' property rights: 6%; substitute fee 125.00
PLN/MWh;

•

for energy generated in methane co-generation – PMMET-2016, known as 'purple'
property rights: 1.6%; substitute fee: 63.00 PLN/MWh;

•

for energy generated in other co-generation sources – PMEC-2016, known as 'red'
property rights: 23.2%; substitute fee: 11.00 PLN/MWh;

•

for energy efficiency certificates – PMEF, known as 'white' property rights: 1.5%;
substitute fee: 1,000.00 PLN/toe.
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The charts below present the pricing of the various instruments at TGE and OTC (OTC
transactions recorded by TGE).
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Figure 9. PMOZE_A Price and Volume (green certificates)
For 'green' property rights, prices remained considerably below the substitute fee much line in
2015 and they lost 72 per cent in value at TGE sessions between January and March 2017.
This was mainly the result of a strong oversupply of rights available in the market. Nonetheless,
the main market accounted for a small fraction of the total volume of trades. By far, most
rights have been traded over the counter (nearly 69% of total volume). By and large, prices
have been higher by about 8 per cent in the OTC market. The price difference reflected historic
arrangements and the nature of bilateral agreements. A high proportion of property rights in
the OTC market come from multi-annual investment agreements that were a condition
precedent for receiving loans to build renewable energy sources, as well as futures
transactions on the OTC market. These agreements were concluded at the time of a
permanent undersupply of property rights in the market. The price formulae applied at the
time used a discounted substitute fee or inflation-adjusted base price. In practical terms, this
means a high proportion of entities incur a much higher cost of meeting the obligation that
would be suggested by price levels at the core TGE market.
The price of 'green' property rights is extremely sensitive to actual and proposed changes in
legislation. Provisions that regulate the supply and demand of rights are of particular
importance. They seek to:
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•

Reduce support for simple co-firing technology (correction coefficient for the number
of certificates of origin per unit of energy at 0.5 applicable since 1 January 2016;

•

Phase out of support for hydro power stations with an installed capacity of over 5 MW
(applicable since 1 January 2016);
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•

Introduce a new support mechanism, i.e. auctions for new and existing installations,
that will replace the existing mechanism i.e. certificates of origin. There will be no new
installations eligible for certificates of origin from renewable energy sources (originally
since 1 January 2016, postponed until on 1 July 2016);

•

Postpone the obligation deadline by three months until 30 June (deadline extension for
2015);

1) Determine the level of the 2017 obligation at 16% in total (applies from 30 November
2016);
2) Regulate the distance between wind farms and other development; Under the Distance
Law that entered into force on 16 July 2016, wind farm may be sited at a distance from
residential buildings that is less than 10 times their height, including the rotor and
blades; it is usually 1.5 – 2 km).

Source: TOE based on TGE.

Figure 16. PMOZE-BIO Valuations (price index and volumes for blue property rights)
The blue property rights have been granted to energy producers in farm-based biogas facilities
since the latest amendment of the RES Law and they began trading at the Polish Power
Exchange in September 2016. Pursuant to the amended RES Law that entered into force on 1
July 2016, an obligation was introduced in the second half of 2016 to purchase certificates of
origin of energy from farm-based biogas facilities at the level of 0.65%. The obligation to
purchase green property rights is at 14.35%. Next year, the obligation to purchase energy
from biogas is be at 0.6% and the obligation for green property rights at the level of 15.4%.
The prices of blue property rights were consistently above the substitute fee level because of
a low supply of rights from biogas installations.
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Meanwhile, the rules change with respect to the right to pay a substitute fee instead of
redeeming PMOZEA and PMOZEA-BIO certificates, pursuant to the amended RES Law [9].
Under current legislation, the substitute fee can be paid only when:
•

The weighted average monthly price (covering all trading transactions over 3 full
calendar months) or

•

The weighted average annual price (covering all trading transactions over the last
calendar year),

is greater than the value of the substitute fee scheduled for redemption in a given calendar
year. The 2016 prices of PMOZE-BIO certificates were below the substitute fee so it was not
possible to meet the obligation by paying the substitute fee. There is an additional possibility
to pay the substitute fee then you have to demonstrated that despite placing buy orders no
transactions were closed in the trading sessions. This option has been used by holders of the
PMOZE-BIO rights who may essentially charge any price provided that any of these
instruments changed hands on the commodity exchange. Consequently, there was steep
increase of prices of the PMOZE-BIO rights in the first three months 2017 reaching 439.39
PLN/MWh on 21 February (the substitute fee was at 300.03 PLN/MWh).

Source: TOE based on TGE.

Figure 17. PMGM-2016 Valuations (price indexes and volumes for yellow property rights)
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Source: TOE based on TGE data

Figure 18. PMEC-2016 Price and Volume (red certificates)
Unlike 'green' certificates, 'co-generation' property rights were undersupplied.
Consequently,prices were rising and were based on the discounted substitute fee. The Law of
14 March 2014 amending the Energy Law has limited the duration of these rights. For example,
the 2016 obligations can only be settled with property rights for energy produced in 2016
(hence the instruments presented in the analysis are marked '2016').
Much like with 'green' rights, OTC market for 'yellow' certificates prevailed (over 79% volume).
Price levels were similar in both segments. The average price in the core market came to
122.14 PLN/MWh, and 121.18 PLN/MWh on the OTC market, a difference of 1%.

Source: TOE based on TGE.

Figure 19. PMMET-2016 Price and Volume (purple certificates)
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Source: TOE based on TGE data

Figure 20. PMEF Price and Volume (white certificates)
'Red' certificates traded at similar volumes as 'yellow' certificates (78% in the OTC market,
22% in the core market in the period at hand). Price levels were similar (average in the core
market: 10.73 PLN/MWh, average in the OTC market: 10.65 PLN/MWh), the difference
between average prices was 0.7%.

The total volume of 'purple' certificates was higher in the core market than in the OTC market,
which resulted from a very low supply of these rights. Price levels were quite similar: the
average price in the core market came to 62.02 PLN/MWh, and 61.81 PLN/MWh in the OTC
market.
The property right with a deadline at the end of March are 'white' rights (other types of rights
have a deadline in June) for the first three quarters of 2016. Liquidity is much lower on this
market and the low OTC volumes result from a high minimum number of property rights per
one order and a very low supply.

4.

Gas Market

The developments in the gas market were quite exceptional at the Polish Power Exchange
(TGE) in 2016. While volumes soared to record highs on most accessible markets prices
reached their historical lows. Increased liquidity supported active trading and contract
valuation. It can be argued that 2016 was a year of growth even though prices hit the bottom
at times. There were several factors that explain this including the weather, market factors
and geopolitical situation. Early in 2016, prices mainly trailed the persistent downtrend in crude
oil prices. Declines were contained as early as in January but the oil market has a delayed
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impact on the gas market. Further, the low prices in Q1 were caused by a warm winter, which
weakened the demand for gas but de-escalated the gas conflict between Ukraine and Russia.
There was no need to increase imports of natural gas from the East so there was no
opportunity to put pressure regarding future gas supplies. Unlike in early 2015 gas
transmission to Europe was not controlled and it did not send prices soaring. Interestingly, in
Q4 2016 there problems in France that lead destabilised the European gas markets, including
the Polish market in Poland. The French problems with nuclear power plants affected the
neighbouring countries. Consequently, alternative generation sources (including gas) had to
be mobilised and the consumption of gas grew significantly in the energy sector. The low
temperatures forecast for the last months of 2016 contributed to an increase in prices of gas
products. The forecast was adjusted upwards still before the year-end somewhat curbing
further growth. The total trade volume on all markets came to 114.5 TWh. This was the largest
value for gas ever recorded on the TGE. The volume increased by over 7% versus 2015 with
long supply term contracts having the highest share.

Source: TOE based on TGE.

Figure 21. Volume by Markets

Futures Market
The futures market was quite volatile last year. The year began with a downtrend that had
originated in the second half of 2015. Even though the trend persisted until early April one
could see weeks of correction marked by rapid price hikes (the value of annual contracts grew
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by over 7 PLN/MWh over 6 sessions from the level of 66.50 PLN/MWh to nearly
74.00 PLN/MWh in the last days of January). Looking at the whole of 2106, the market
minimum was reached in the first week of April. The reference annual contract was quoted at
slightly over 63 PLN/MWh in this period. The price of monthly contracts did not exceed
55 PLN/MWh, and the average gas price of quarters and seasons gas was close to
60 PLN/MWh. In contrast, the prices of contracts were 35-40 PLN/MWh higher in the same
period in the preceding year. Following a dozen or so days of consolidation around historical
minimums the prices of gas products soared again. They rose by as much as 20% within days
and formed local peaks. For contracts with delivery in 2017, the price level was nearly 77.00
PLN/MWh (increase by 12.5 PLN/MWh). It became clear that it was not another momentary
adjustment since January. The upward trend persisted till the end of Q2 causing prices to
increase by another 5-10 PLN/MWh. The reference annual contract reached its local maximum
of 82.50 PLN/MWh at the end of June. In Q3, the gas market finally recovered, which was
visible in the trade volume that was significantly higher than in the first six months of the year.
Having returned to the levels recorded early in the year prices sprang up in September. This
time there were no rapid peaks but a steady and consistent ascent fuelled by robust demand,
forecasts of severe frost and concerns regarding the level of gas stock in storage before the
winter season. The price of the annual contract increased by over 15 PLN/MWh during the
year and the difference between the maximum and the minimum price equalled almost 26
PLN/MWh. The last GAS_BASE_Y-17 contract was quoted at 89.25 PLN/MWh during the last
session. The total trade volume of natural gas came to almost 90 TWh on the Commodity
Futures Market in 2016. While the futures market was accountable for almost 80% of total
volume it is the only in the gas group to see a steady decline every year. Significantly more
than 92 TWh changed hands in 2015. Traditionally, the annual contract with delivery in the
following year was the most popular (in this case in 2017). This contract was accountable for
nearly 29% (25.9 TWh) of volumes on the futures market. Another contract which high
liquidity was the contract with delivery in the winter season of 2016 (11.4 TWh) and in Q1
2017 (10.9 TWh). The remaining products accounted for not more than 7% of total volume.
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Figure 22. Average monthly prices of annual contract (GAS_BASE_Y-17) and prices
on the gas Day Ahead Market including volumes in 2016 on TGE

The most liquid contract in 2016 was an annual contract with delivery in 2017 (GAS_BASE_Y16) with a volume of 35.1 TWh. This figure represents about 19% of the total volume at RTTg
in 2015. The volume weighted average price of this contract (all transactions, including pre
2015 ones) came to 92.40 PLN/MWh.
Volume weighted average prices of futures contracts and DAMg are presented in the figure
below. The most liquid contract in 2016 was the GAS_BASE_Y-16 annual contract with delivery
in 2017 which trade at a volume of 35.1 TWh, which is approximately 19% of total volume on
RTTg in 2016. The volume-weighted average price of this contract which accounts for all
transactions (including ones before 2016) was equal to 92.40 PLN/MWh. Volume- weighted
average prices for individual futures contracts (by delivery date) and for gas Day Ahead Market
are presented in the chart below.
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Source: Gas Monitor based on TGE data.

Figure 23. Average prices of futures and spot contracts on the Polish Power Exchange with
delivery in 2016 (no auction)

SPOT Market
Both the gas Day Ahead Market and the Intra-Day Market experienced record low prices in
2016. The average DAM price came to 71.65 PLN/MWh in 2016, i.e. over 16 PLN/MWh less
than the year before. The average price in eight out of twelve months did not exceed 70
PLN/MWh, and it nearly fell below 60 PLN/MWh in March and September. Historically, low
prices persisted in the first 3 quarters and only a combination of several negative fundamental
factors spurred an upward movement of the prices in the last months of 2016 The minimum
price was recorded on 11 September and was equal to 49.61 PLN/MWh. This a historic low
ever recorded on the gas Day Ahead Market and the only case when the average daily price
fell below 50 PLN/MWh. Like on the futures market, the maximum price was recorded on the
last day of 2016 and it was equal to 93.16 PLN/MWh. Volumes on spot markets doubled in
2016 as they have for the past several years, which is perhaps one of the biggest
accomplishments of these markets. The total volume of contracts with delivery on the next
day reached over 16 TWh or nearly 20 TWh if you add weekend contracts. In contrast, it was
merely 9 TWh the year before. If volumes persist TGE may become like any developed Western
market. The strong performance in 2016 was largely due to developments in the winter
months. The average monthly volume was nearly 2 TWh in the period at hand. Top liquidity
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was recorded in January (2.6 TWh) and the least number of contracts were traded in
September (less than 0.5 TWh). Volumes increased also on the least popular Intra-Day Market.
The total gas volume on this market came close to 5 TWh, which accounts for an increase by

approximately 67% versus 2015.
Source: Gas Monitor based on TGE data, EEX.

Figure 24. 2016 prices on TGE and EEX (Gaspool and TTF) by month

Gas Prices on the Polish and European Markets
The price of natural gas continued to fall sharply in 2016, mostly in the first half of the year
(prices picked up in Q4). Prices on the Polish and European market were almost 30% lower
than in 2015. Prices of gas on the TGE Day Ahead Market were higher than on Western
European platforms NCG (Germany), GASPOOL (Germany) and TTF (the Netherlands) by less
than 9% on average. Note that the largest difference between Poland and Western Europe
was recorded in the first half of January last year and was equal to 3.5 EUR/MWh.
As demonstrated on the chart above, a clear downtrend is visible on all markets at the
beginning of the year, primarily because of weather conditions. The winter was mild again and
there was an oversupply of gas on the market and the storage facilities were full. Prices
fluctuated throughout the year in an attempt to rise again. There were several reasons for this
including the decline and volatility of crude oil prices, full underground storage facilities,
oversupply of gas on the market, occasional interruptions of supplies in cross-border
transmission. Prices increased at year-end at the start of the heating season.

Conclusions
The growing volume of gas contracts available on TGE, largely resulting from the mandatory
commodity trading in gas by GK PGNiG S.A. suggests that the gas market is still in the early
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days in Poland. This makes a strong case for liberalisation. Increased liquidity brings with it a
range of benefits both for direct trade players and end users who will have an opportunity to
buy gas at a market price. Continued development of the gas market on TGE will raise its
profile in the immediate environment and will position for competition against the largest gas
hubs in Europe.

5.

Fuel Prices: Global Coal and Oil Market

Hard Coal
Hard coal still is one of the most important energy fuels worldwide. According to data published
in this year's BP Energy Outlook, the share of coal in the global consumption of primary energy
was 29% in 2015, which gives it the second position after crude oil (32%).
The projections in the BP Energy Outlook suggest that the share of coal in the energy mix will
decline steadily and will reach 24% of the primary fuel consumption in 2035. However, in
nominal terms, both coal consumption and extraction will increase because of the general
increase in demand for energy. The growth rate will be significantly lower than today. The
demand for coal will grow by approximately 5% by 2035. In contrast, over the past 20 years
the global demand for coal increased by as much as 70%, which is presented on the chart
below.
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Figure 25. Historical and projected global demand for coal
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The lower demand for coal is an outcome of a consistently pursued global climate policy.
According to a recent report Boom ant Bust 2017 published by Greenpeace, Sierra Club and
Coalswarm, investments in coal-fired generation capacity worldwide, more or less advanced,
fell in 2016 by as much as 62%.
India joined the group of countries that announced a complete phase-out of coal-based energy
in 2016. While these are long-term plans the last coal-fired power plant in India is due for
closure by 2050. China has consumed less and less coal for the past three years with the
declines rate of 4.7% in 2016. Meanwhile, the installed capacity of solar installations increased
by over 80%. In 2016, China announced a plan to replace coal-fired power plants with nuclear
energy. Nonetheless, the share of coal in the Chinese energy mix continues to exceed 70%.
In Europe, the outlook for coal is so bleak that Amsterdam, one of the largest coal handling
terminals in Europe, announce the other day that the last shipment of the commodity would
be accepted in 2030. Germany, the largest coal consumer in Europe consistently implements
its climate policy targeting a full closure of coal-fired power plants by the end of 2025. In
contrast, Japan is turning its back on nuclear energy and going for coal firing after the tragedy
in Fukushima. The US under President Donald Trump is making a come-back to fossil fuels.
The situation on the global coal market was highly volatile in 2016. In Q1, the coal price
reached the lowest level in a decade. In February, coal cost only 36 USD/Mg in ARA ports.
Reasons behing the falling prices include the impending economic crisis in China, the shale
revolution in the US and the reduced coal consumption in Europe. Starting in Q2 2016 , the
coal starter performing better largely as a result of one-off events. Some of the coal behemoths
failed spectacularly, e.g. Peabody Energy, a US company and one of the largest producers coal
worldwide, or OKD, a Czech producer. Colombia, the fifth largest coal producing country in
the world, experienced a miners' strike. Australia was hit by unprecedented floods and had to
freeze operations in most of its mines. China introduced regulations to control its own coal
mining (closures of unprofitable mines followed by a reduction of working days from 330 to
276).
The demand for coal increased again in Europe in the autumn of 2016 as a large proportion
of nuclear generation capacity in France was halted. Prices of coal on the spot market with
delivery in winter months increased to over 85 USD/Mg. The price of contracts with delivery
in 2017 closed at 70 USD/bbl, which meant an increase by almost 100% compared to minimum
levels recorded in February 2016. Note that the world coal market is affected by
'backwardation', which means that coal with short-term deliveries is cheaper than coal with
future delivery.
The prices of energy coal for industrial customers on the national coal market in 2016 averaged
8.79 PLN/GJ (195.42 PLN/Mg) in PSCMI1. The annualised price of coal sold do district and
municipal heating plants was reached 8.35 PLN/GJ (196.94 PLN/Mg).
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Figure 26. ARA coal prices and PSCMI_1 in 2016
In 2016, 70.3 million Mg coal were extracted in Poland, i.e. nearly 3% less than a year earlier.
The coal reserves reported by mines at the end of (as of 31 December) were at the level of
2.5 million Mg, i.e. 60% less than in December year 2015.
The mining industry experienced a major restructuring in 2016. Unprofitable coal mines were
transferred to the Mine Restructuring Company for phase-out. Two coal behemoths, KHW and
PGG, merged in 2016 even though the final format of the merger is not yet clear.

Crude Oil
For the first ever, this report offers our comments on the oil market. This product has no direct
impact on the Polish market of electricity, gas and other energy products. However, it is special
because it offers a benchmark for global commodity markets and a measure of investors
sentiment. As any fossil fuel, crude oil strongly correlated with gas and coal prices on the
global market. These markets are interdependent and oil is one of the most important fuel
markets characterised by very high liquidity levels and a strong appeal to global prop-trading
investment funds and commodity traders.

There were important developments on the oil market in 2016. The market recorded a
considerable surplus of the raw material, which caused a massive sellout on the oil market and
a drop in prices to the level of 2000–2003. This was the result of the policy of oil producers
who defended market shares and engaged in price wars. The oil market was strongly affected
by the shale revolution in the US which caused the domestic production of oil to increase by
65% over 5 years. The lifting of international sanctions brought a considerable amount of oil
from Iran to the market and the volume of exports grew steadily throughout 2016.
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The price of Brent oil dropped to as little as USD 27 a barrel in February 2016. The low price
of the commodity caused a freeze of a large number of new infrastructure projects and hit the
project financing banks. There were concerns that this could lead to extremely high oil prices
in the future. In Q2 and Q3, prices began to recover due to above-expectation Chinese
economic performance and the increased demand for oil in the high holiday season. Oil prices
were positively affected by extraordinary events such as the great fire in Canada in the vicinity
of huge oil fields or warfare and the destruction of oil infrastructure in the Middle East and
Nigeria. Meanwhile, OPEC, in particular Saudi Arabia, launched measures helping them to
control the supply of oil in order to stabilise prices. It was very hard to strike a compromise
because member states had diverging interests. They succeeded only at the end of 2016 at
an OPEC meeting in Vienna where they all agreed to jointly and severally oil production by 1.2
million bpd. Russia and other minor non-OPEC producers joined the agreement, which allowed
to reduce production by approximately 1.8 million bpd. As a result of these steps oil prices
increased to approximately 55-57 USD/bbl, i.e. by 100% relative to the lowest prices recorded
in February 2016. Analysts expect Brent oil to average at 57-58 USD/bbl in 2017.

Source: Reuters, TOE.

Figure 27. Price of Brent oil in 2016

Conclusions
The market of fossil fuels generally picked up in 2016. There were more investments, especially
in oil production from unconventional sources. Today, the situation on the coal and oil market
is relatively stable. However, investors have been closely following the supply and demand
relationship. There is still a risk of another price decline, especially on the oil market because
cutting production has not been effective so far. Oil reserves are shrinking and investors such
as hedge funds are holding quite a significant long position. Importantly, the largest producer
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oil worldwide, Saudi Aramco is planning an IPO in 2018. This implies that Saudi Arabia will
fight for stable oil prices, at least until the IPO.
Improved performance on the global coal market is clearly going to have a positive impact on
the Polish mining industry albeit prices of coal will increase on Polish market only 2017 and
beyond.
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V.

Proposed short-and long-term measures

Short-Term Measures (STM). Electricity
1.

Adopt measures designed to ensure liquidity in futures markets by adjusting the
regulations and the handling fee system at TGE in line with the expectations of traders.
This is essential for the continued development of the wholesale market and the
transparency of price indexes.

2.

Step up legislative effort to launch the capacity market; fine-tune the law and design
auction rules allowing traders to engage in the secondary capacity market.

3.

Finalise the process of updating and aligning general distribution agreements for
integrated services on DNO territories.

4.

Implement MiFID 2 in Polish legislation and update the rules of the regulated market
(TGE).

5.

Design a template agreement to be concluded between obligated sellers and RES
generators with 500 kW installations to structure the relationship between the parties with
respect to reconciliation of support in the auction system.

Short-Term Measures (STM). Gas
1.

Amend legislation on mandatory storage of high-methane natural gas to reduce
mandatory storage volumes for trading companies that sell gas to end customers, i.e.
protected customers in line with EU regulations (households, hospitals, nursery schools,
pre-school etc.) or change the ticketing system by linking it to state gas reserves and a
special-purpose fee.

2.

Introduce new Ordinance on minimum diversification of gas imports in line with Polish
market conditions and EU legislation

3.

Simplify and reduce reporting requirement to a bare minimum and identify one
organisation to receive all reports (e.g. ERO)

4.

Modify IRiESP of GAS-SYSTEM S.A. and IRiESD of Poland Spółka Gazownictwa Sp. with
o.o. to simplify supplier switching procedure (particularly partial switching), implement
uniform standards for metering data exchange, settlements under distribution
agreements, and to simplify settlements on the balancing market.

5.

Support measures to ensure liquidity in the core and OTC gas market.

Long-Term Measures (LTM). Electricity
1.
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Step up efforts to build up a power market; move from conceptual phase by engaging in
arrangements with the European Commission and by finalising draft legislation and
developing secondary legislation to enable the system.
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Long-Term Measures (LTM). Gas
2.

Build new or reasonable expand existing cross-border capacities to improve links with the
EU and EEA, ensure physical reverse flow on these links and increase capacities for crossborder gas trade and access to interchange capacities.

3.

Lift the obligation to diversify gas imports for alternative traders.

4.

Develop a mode of interaction with LNG Terminal operator to ensure access to regasification services and develop capacities to trade in LNG and LNG-regasified gas.
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VI.

Acronyms and Terms

ACER

- Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators

bbl

- oil barrel

DSM

- Demand-Side Management

DSR

- Demand-Side Response

ESMA

- European Securities and Markets Authority

EU ETS

- European Union Emissions Trading Scheme

IRiESD

- Distribution Grid Operation and Maintenance Instruction

IRiESP

- Transmission Grid Operation and Maintenance Instruction

ICR

- Intervention Cold Reserve

EC

- European Commission

NES

- National Electricity System

MoE

- Ministry of Energy

MiFID

- Directive 2004/39/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 January,
2004 on markets in financial instruments

OCR

- Operational Capacity Reserve

OREO

- Renewable Energy Clearing Agent

DSO

- Distribution System Operator

TSO

- Transmission System Operator – PSE Operator SA

PTPiREE - Polish Association of Electricity Transmission and Distribution
REMIT

- Regulation (EU) No. 1227/2011 of the European Parliament and of the Council of
25 October, 2011 on wholesale energy market integrity and transparency

BM

- Balancing Market

IDM

- Intra-Day Market

DAM

- Day-Ahead Market

DAMg

- Day-Ahead Market for Gas

GDM

- Gas Derivatives Market

CoM

- Council of Ministers

G tariff

- a collection of electricity prices and tariffs for households

TGE

- Towarowa Giełda Energii SA – Polish Power Exchange

TOE

- Association of Energy Trading

TPA

- Third Party Access

ERO

- Energy Regulatory Office

OPEC

- Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries

PMOZEA-BIO - certificates of origin from agricultural biogas
PSCMI 1 - Polish Energy Coal Market Index
toe
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- tonne of equivalent oil
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